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Abstract
In "The Murders in the Rue Morgue," many critics believe Poe is propounding a
culture of surfaces, a superficial approach to truth and knowledge that dismisses deeper

meaning. The result is machine-like narratives that use interchangeable components,
reorganizing basic story elements and manufacturing derivative products. Yet even as
Poe's story seems to support this mechanized approach to the production of literature,
also resists

it, complicating attempts to reduce literature to

a

it

formula. This resistance is

deeply encoded in the text and def,res explication through critical approaches. To access
the subtextual narrative, I develop a hybrid, creative critical process. I use strategies and
techniques common to autobiography, journal writing, fiction and poetry, to gain

intuitive insights into the story. I use trauma theory to reconcile the two approaches,
briefly discussing the work of Cathy Caruth and Freud. I conclude that Poe's work is
antithetical to a formulaic approach to literature'
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Readlsrg Foe
The first reading of "The Murders in the Rue Morgue" was an odd and
unsatisfuing ride for me. The solutionl to the murders \ /as preposterous, yet it was and
has been accepted by readers and critics alike for more than 160 years. That is

forcefully persuasive. Who am I to say different? Yet I could not believe

it. I could not

buy into the whole "the orang-utan did if'solution. I fett that we were being sold a false

bill of goods. Not only

was the orang-utan being offered up as a scapegoat

for

humanity's brutality, but even more baffling to me, we have all accepted the obviously
manufactured alibi that the animal did

it. I am not sure what made or makes

me

different, but in my heart, I could not, would not, accept this blaknt injustice.

t

Although "premise" might be a better word to use in this sentence, I chose to use "solution". According
to The Nø¡'t Oxford Dictionary of Englßå, "solution" has a primary meaning of "solving a problem or
dealing with a difftcult situation," a secondary meaning of "a liquid mixture in which the minor
component (the solute) is uniformly distributed within the major component (the solvent),' and an archaic
meaning of "the action of separating or breaking down; dissolution." On the surface, the story is
conskucted around the pr¡zzls of how the murders were accomplished, shifting the focus from the personal
realm, from motives and morality to the mechanics of enactment. This shift in focus has the effect of
reducing the murderous impulse to a problem of logistics. The formulaic approach to the mu¡ders of the
two women poses a problem for me and, increasingly, for other critics. This creative engagement with the
text is an attempt to 'resolve' the difficulty, and in some way answer it by echoing elements of the text.
The secondary meaning of solution intersects with and alludes to t}te narrator's many references to resolution, to the "Bi-Part Soul," 'the fancy of a double Dupin - the creative and the resolvent" (Edgar
Allan Poe. Selected Tales 96. All quotes from "The Murders in the Rue Morgue" will be taken from this
volume.) The archaic meaning of separating and breaking down could suggest the work of literary
criticism itself. But dissolution also hints at political machinations and debauchery. Poe is not careless
with language. He uses language to gesture beyond the immediate literal construct. He plays with words,
with the rules of grammar and the Babel-like mix of foreign phrases. He often selects words with multiple
and sometimes contradictory meanings. His puns run the gamut from vulgar and obvious to highly
sophisticated and sublime. He subtly weaves alternative readings into his tales so that they can be
understood on a number of levels. He rewards curiosity. If you question assertions made in a Poe tale and
follow up with research, you might discover a whole other facet of the story. It is a feminine jewel. As
you unpack each slightly odd word or phrase, and trace tïem to their origins, things begin to pop and
sizzle with electrical energy. Revenants of the untold story hover over you - a story on the verge of being
yet not quitet caught in the grammatical fold. One that teases your imagination. Poe doesn't just play
with language and form. He plays with the interconnectivity between words themselves, both in the
present usage and in their historical antecedents. He conceals as he reveals, opening and closing,
reminding us that we are not omniscient gods. He provokes us by encompassing polar opposites,
oscillating bçtween the two, resisting any reduction to stasis. He is not careless with language.

4

I have read probably hundreds of detective stories, so feeling dissatisfied with the
machinations of a'whodunit' plotline is not unexpected. However, from my very first
reading of "The Murders in the Rue Morgue" I have felt that there is something else

going on in Poe's story, something I could not then quite put my finger on. Despite a
narrative dense with literary allusions and metaphorical references, readers can and often
do slide very quickly through to the so-called solution at the end. Even on a quick runthrough, though, we can sense things moving in the shadows, things not quite seen
darting across our path, or reaching up from below to catch and tug at us. It is like a
funhouse tour where after we pay our ticket,

\À/e

are belted for our own safety into a cart

and motored through the dark interior of a macabre game, a haunted house constructed

for our amusement. There are smells and sounds and things that don't quite feel right,
although we are uncert¿in why, and not clear on what it is that is

"off'.

and unseemly lurks in the shadows and clings to the very experience

Something dirty

itself. It sticks to

us like the small globules of blood and fat that cling to our hands when preparing meat,

that sticks to our skin, the counter, the knife, and resist being shaken

off. It all vaguely

hints of chaos and madness in the far far distance, but as long as we stay belted in our
designated seats, we are safe and sound and protected. No worries.

All will

be okay.

The unexplained things heard, the things not seen, the dark ideas flitting through our
minds

-

are all folded into meaningless thrills, electrical synapses, the pop and buzz and

creak of mechanical gears and pulleys. They provide

a

jolt of adrenaline

and nervous

laughter, and then are put away. We are a man now. It is just a story, nothing more.

But I walked back to the beginning and rode through it again, and again, refusing
the belt, getting in and out of the cart, crossing back and forth, hipping through shadows,

finding threads and secret doors and lopsided windows

-

and causing constemation to

the keepers of the ride. Causing also anxiety to the self of me that would prefer a safe

'should' belted seat. But I was convinced that there was something else going on in
here, some mystery beneath and beyond the mystery of ourang-outang. And in deed,
and in fact,

I did feel as if I were then on the verge of understanding some momentous

thing without yet the power to comprehend.2

I would not say that I becamefixated. I might allow "obsessed" with
fooûnote, and only after the

a

codicil, a

fact. But what it is - I could hear a distant murfitur, words

without words being spoken3, whispered exposhrlations lapping at the edges of my
conscious mind. I would not say infatuation, but yes, a flirtatious conversation of sorts,
engaging that secret voice in me. This lifelong search for things I then searched for and
never yet findinga. Not seduction, at least not at first, not in the withholding but after,
after, in the soft swish opening, in the heaviness of a rough hewed wooden door,

rainbow hued, in the whisper to the core. I know things that I cannot say. Every turn,
every stone, every slip transforms.

In this story, there are lies being told about the body...
It has been one kind of struggle to find what is hidden there, and here. Another
to understand it; another to translate it; a final, most difficult one to share

it. I seemed

almost irrationally overly concemed with how to share what I thought I knew, as if I was
treading on sacred ground. This story, what is buried here, challenges things taboo. It

2

"I

seemed to be on the verge of comprehension, without the power to comprehend," as the narrator says

" Edgar Allan Poe. Selected Tales 113. All quotes from "The
Murders in the Rue Morgue" will be taken from this volume.
' "'W'e haven't the words - we haven't the words, Mrs. Swithin protested. *Behind the eyes; not on the
lips; that's all.' 'Thoughts without words, her brother mused. 'Can that be?"' Virginia Wooll Between the
in "The Murders in the Rue Morgue

Acts,35.
a

"seeking in Paris the objects I then sought" , Selected Tøles,95.

approaches the sublime, hints at a release from the timeladen desire to know what
cannot be

known. Yet and after all, it

seems the best

gift I can give is but an awkward

sharing of what I think I know.

Te[iing
I have

-

in the words of that eminent ear, nose and throat doctor, who so very

long ago diagnosed me - a "peculiar" hearing loss. In modern day audiologist lingo, it
is a "cookie bite" loss, nicknamed so because of the uniquely shaped graph that maps the
ears' hearing and non-hearing progress. As if a sea creature has chomped down and
taken out a bites. I prefer the way a friend of mine described it, like acataract, all
rushing water and the roar of turbulence; like a hole in one's hearing. Indeed, I do
imagine myself poking my head through that hole and looking all around, much as I did
when as a fearless (and fearful) five-year old, I climbed a rickety ladder, wobbling
beneath me, and pulled myself through a hole in the ceiling of that old grey bam,

scraping arms bloody as I did so. Up there, it was quiet and dusty and mouldy, light and
dark, sunlight streaming in through cracks in the roof. I remember now, up there also
was an old school desk and delicious paper.

What does hearing have to do with telling? As if telling, saying, speaking is an
isolated act restricted to speech, to words, to voice. But for me, telling, saying,
speaking, is a whole body experience, inseparable from seeing, hearing, feeling, and
maybe even tasting. Sometimes

-

and this was before

I got plastic mechanical prosthetic

devices to put into my ears, to produce a tinny facsimile of missing sounds

-

and often

5

"Odysseus's only counter-spell to the Sirens' magic involves an emphatic reassertion of the phallic
position. Ifthe ear is in fact the essential organ of equilibrium and the erect posture, its labyrinthine
confusion would render precarious the sense of balance and the upright gait. Hence the seasickness which
accompanies every disturbance of the inner ear." Rebecca Comay, "Adorno's Siren Song" 27.

afterwards too, when I didn't quite catch what another person was saying, I would
respond instead to what their body was telling. This would invariably land me in

trouble. The other person would look at me as if I were stupid, rude or insane. For I
have

I learned, much to my chagrin that people rarely know what their body is telling.

Too often, they do not have the slightest clue. I suspect this has more to do with the
turbulent holes in their hearing6 than with rushing holes in mine.7
Why all the auto-biographical telling in this that should be a thesis and a
treatise?8 Yet is itnot a propos, in an essay on Edgar Allan Poe, to drag in the writer's
body and biography? So much of the Poe commentary and criticism over the years
harks back to his life, his experiences, his personal losses and failings, in order to

explain the choices he made in telling his tales. It is as if the tales are not just
biographical, they are automatically so, auto-created so to speak. As if the exercise

of

writing stories was, is, little more than a psychological regurgitation of frustrated
desires, barely controlled angst, hardly repressed frustrations, or faintly concealed ego-

desires. Part of me wonders if this is not a strategy of diversion on the part of our
learned selves, to avoid hearing what Poe is saying, is telling in his texts. For I read

Poe's tales

-

and I hear noisee, calls from the

wild, dissonance, something out-of-focus

-

6

"An ear! An ear as big as a man!" Frederich Nietzsche, "On Redemption" qtd. Comay, 28.
"...another America emerges. An "Americ4" if you will, which is the site of a prolonged survival of
death, of life as survival, which Caruth would term a history of a trauma. An America in between
languages, whose history I invite you to think together with the possibility of freedom that Caruth locates
in our hearing of the movement of language between death and survival. We should also bear in mind that
hearing entails a certain generosity, since we cannot be certain that "we" have understood what the
address says." Peter Ramadanovic, "When "to die infreedom" is Written in English," 56.
t
"...it is here, in the movement from German to English, in the rewriting of the departure within the
7

languages of Freud's text, that we participate most fully in Freud's central insight, tn Moses and
Monotheism, that history, like traum4 is never simply one's own....In this deparnre, in the leave-taking of
our hearing, we are first fully addressed by Freud's text in ways we perhaps cannot yet fully
understand. . . Cathy Caruth, UncI aimed Exp er i enc e, 23 -24.
' "...one may wonder whether the discourse on algebr4 which confuses the narrator, functions as static in
Dupin's general demonstration, or whether, on a smaller scale, the references to psychological or

"

until I shift ground and move myself around. Then I trip. Beneath the noise, I discern

-

deep in the shadows, heavily veiled, a body held in abeyance. Something seen but not

known, not heardlO; a telling that slips below. And I am intrigued. This whispered
invocation, this body slipping beneath the tellingll, is not parodied, not mocked not
abused not despised, but

lost. Sacrificed? I'm not sure. But this is not self-indulgent

melancholy that I hear and feel; it is private tightly held

grief. I am not now

speaking

of

philosophy or theory. I am not now writing a fiction but merely prefacing a rather
unusual thesis with observations tangential to the centre.l2 Nor am I "detailing any
mystery or penning any romance" (Selected96)but rather trying to speak directly to the
heart of Poe's storytelling.

"I

have a story thøt

will

make you believe

in GoÌ'(Martel

VI[).

In Yann

Martel's Life of Pi, Patel tells two stories about his ocean crossing. Which to believe?
One is about animals and survival; the other is about the unbearable and horrific loss

mother. The mind slips, falls between the two.

'We

of

know rationally which is most likely

the truth, but like the men from Japan, we prefer the one about the animals and survival.

In thinking thus a thought comes to me, mon Dieur3

-

God is in the story. Do we not tell

stories to convey what we otherwise cannot say, to tell what we cannot bear to hear, to

signal what we cannot hold in our heads as o'fact" or "truth" or "reality"

-

because such

mythological material firnction as noise in the scientific discussion." Francoise Sammarcelli, "ReSea¡ched Premises or Intellectual Games with the Other: Notes on Poe's Tales of Ratiocination" 13.
to
"Not hear it? - yes, I hear it, and høve heard it. Long-long-long-many minutes, many hours, many
days, have I hea¡d it-yet I dared not--oh, pity me, miserable wretch that I am!-I dare not-I dared not
speakt. We høve put her living in the tomb!" "The Fall ofthe House of Ushet'' Selected Tales 64.
tt
"Poe puts body back into mind: he urges a gut knowing, something like a biological spirituality." Joan
Dayan, "Poe's Women: A Feminist Poe?" 10.
tt am not now writing
a treatise, but simply prefacing a somewhat peculiar narrative..." Selected Tqles
"I
92.

t'"Th" gruffvoice

said repeatedly "sacre," "diøble," and once "mon

Dieu." Selected Tøles 102.

thoughts would

fill

us with pain and

terror...? "We

possess art," as Nietzsche says, "lest

we perish of the truth" (822).

"I

at once looked on the figure of the animal," says Legrand in "The Gold Bug",

"as a kind of punning or hieroglyphical signature" (Selected220). Legrand is referring

to the primitive drawing of a goat on his treasure map which he says is actually a
hieroglyph for Captain Kidd's name. Of course, mortality in all its fleshy animality is

writ large and implicit in a pirate's name, coded
for

a human

as a goat, overlaid by what is mistaken

skull. Juxtaposition is a wise medieval means to communicate complex

knowledge. Poe employs animals in this way throughout his stories, as a kind of
metaphorical language used to cocoon and convey meaning that naked, might at the very
least be misunderstood and unheard: at the most, sear you to the soul. Animal language

insulates us from that face to face meeting with

- God, the abyss, the unknown. That

name which you give the beautiful terror, that threshold where the mind

the body must. "Tell all the Truth but tell it slant

-"

will not go but

murmurs Emily Dickinson (506).

Or model yourself after Perseus, and hold up a mirror, but at a sharp angle so as to see

what lies behind and beyond our surface self without catching our own reflection in the

framela. Look, without seeing, at the edge only of that unbearable thing, that thing

to

"When Perseus cut off Medusa's head, the blood sinking into the earth produced the winged horse,
Pegasus. [Athena] caught and tamed him and presented him to the Muses." Thomas Bullfinch, Bullfnch's

Mythologt,l04.
'o...he decapitates Medusa by a skilful appropriation of her image in a mirror. Her death has two effects:
from her spiled blood springs Pegasus (adopted im more modern times as the emblem of poetry); and out
of the wailing of her serpent hair, Athena fashioned the first flute melody. Imbricated in this myth...are
the symbols for the origin of art and the protective power of images. The Medusa's head, as a
"representøtior of the female genitals. . . rso lates their horrifying effects from their pleasure-giving ones."
The image serves to divide and protect the pleasure from horror. . . " Peter Benson, "Freud and the Visual"
I 13.
"Athene's display of he Gorgon head on her aegis referred to her own Destroyer aspect. Her Crone self,
Medusa-Metis, was twice mythologized as Perseus's petrifying monster and as Athene's mother, who was
swallowed by Zeus in order that he might give birth to Athene from his own head. This male birth
imitation was often cited to show that Athene recognized no mother and gave all her loyalfy to her

10

impossible to integrate into mind and memory. But looking is not enough. With eyes
downcast, take the head, the idea of it, the seed of it, wrap it in a protective womb-like

wallet and offer it to the goddess who in turn will employ it to protect, to enforce the
sacred, and to destroy or petrifu the enemy. This is how I have come to think of Poe's

tales, each a mirror held up askew, catching him and us and them within the frame; wise
stories, stubborn secrets, manifold solutions, nothing linear about them. He challenges

literal truths, plays unendingly with layered meanings, and mocks pretension and
artifice.
Walter Benjamin believed a true storyteller was an artisan, a craftsman whose
process interacted with and was connected to a"certÃin accord of the soul, the eye and

the hand". The true storyteller is able to "fashion the raw material of experience, his

own and that of others" into a story about human life (108). Benjamin believed that we
are losing or have lost the capacity to make stories out of our experiences. "The art

of

storytelling is reaching its end because the epic side of truth, wisdom, is dying out....a
concomitant symptom of the secular productive forces of history...that has quite

gradually removed narrative from the realm of living speech" (87). Benjamin sees the
storyteller as a "figure in which the righteous man encounters himself." In his brief list
of authors who possess "the incomparable aura [of] the storyteller" he includes Poe

(l0e).

heavenly father; but its real meaning was that Athene was his Sophìa, his wisdom, the guiding female
spirit within his head." Barbara G. Walker, The Woman's Dictionory of Symbols and Sucred Objects, 198.

l1

Umamswened @u¡estEoms
Title
The inordinate number of seemingly unconnected allusions and unanswered
questions raised by the textpttzzles

me. Even the title, for instance, is curious and

perturbing, jangling discordantly. It is self-conscious and almost adolescent in calling
attention to its parodic clumsiness. "The Murders in the Rue Morgue" seems
unnecessarily redundant, almost stupidly so, and awkward with its doubling of death, its
naming of murders a¡d morgue. It squirms as I read it; it pokes at me as I hurry past it.
The American Heritage

Dictionary of the English Language defines morgue as a

'oplace in which the bodies of persons found dead are kept for identification and

arrangernent of

burial." The origin of the word is "French from le Morgue,

the mortuary

building in Paris." The New Oxþrd Dictionary of Englìsh also traces its origin to the
early nineteenth century, "originally the name of a building in Paris where bodies were
kept until identified." Rue Morgue then is a macabre invocation of unclaimed bodies,
bodies not properly identified, or bodies being held pending burial. But how can
murders be committed in a morgue where every-body is already dead?
On one level, I understand that this double reference to death can be explained

grammatically, by pointing out that the murders occur in a house on a street that happens
to be called Rue Morgue.

'We

can speculate that Poe employed the double reference to

death in the title to emphasize and perhaps parody the gothic effect. Still,

it does cause

a

sort of hesitation in the mind as the rational and linear rules of language identiffing a
street address, collide with the intersecting literal and metaphorical meanings of murder
and morgue.

t2

The title includes another obvious disruption to the linear authority of the

grammatical line. Another break or dissonance is experienced when the reader
encounters the French address in the middle of the English phrase.

It is 'out of order',

and for a split second we are again stopped in our tracks, aware of two opposing orders.

To accommodate this foreign reference and make sense of the phrase as a whole, the
reader must recognizethe presence of two languages with two different laws

of

grammar, identiff the point at which the two systems intersect in this context, then
translate and reconcile the meaning so that "Rue Morgue" carì. be understood as

"Morgue Streef'. This is likely done on a subconscious level, going unnoticed by most
readers.
One more whisper of possible substratum complexity is lodged in the crevices

of

this overloaded title. By locating the word rue befi¡teenmurders and morgue,Poe subtly
alludes to its English meaning and the all too human ramifications of murder: sorrow,
regret, repentance. Implicit in these emotions are not only personal loss and suffering
but also the dark shadow of guilt.
On the surface, the title is awkwa¡d, noisy, inelegant but it most definitely is

alive. It does not sit well on my shoulder. It draws attention to itself with its seemingly
overblown appeal to the gothic, poised as it were on the lip of parody. Like a difficult
child, it jangles and pokes, demanding unreasonable things, justifting Emerson's insult
that Poe is nothing more than

a

jingle man (Riddel 118). Yet, if one takes

a breath and

stands back, and considers its contradictions from a distance, then something

considerably more than

a

jingo is discovered. "The Murders in the Rue Morgue," no

longer selling itself as a whore, suddenly signifies an entry into a complex, deeply

t3

encoded story with a bifurcated structure in tense opposition with one another.

All its

elegance and sublimity is understated and buried in the cracks and crevices between

letters and words, released to rise up like lake mist only in the mind of the thoughtful
careful reader. And in its latency, it promises a powerful critique of the society within

which Poe is both observer and participant.
Paul Jahshan also ponders the use of the word "morgue" in the title, but he
discusses the body in the morgue as an abstraction. He says that

it is

revealing that the murder takes place precisely in a street called the Rue Morgue,
a morgue where the body, after being dead, is deposited and inscribed as the
trace of a life which no longer inhabits it, a deferred body, with no voice, the
presence of an absence. All reading is ultimately an analysis of an absence, of a
trace, ofa voice never grasped but forever deferred... (89)
Jahshan makes the body sound like a totem rather than the remnant of a lived life, or like
a suitcase, a thing we lug around with us from place to place. Here is our body being

alive, here is our body being dead: alive, dead; alive, dead. How odd, what an odd way

to speak about bodies, as if to deny the essential truths of both life and death. And yet
we do talk about our bodies in this way all the time, as if they are something other,
separate and distinct from our selves.

Jahshan also feels it necessary to say that once dead, a body has "no voice" and

is the o'presence of an absence." I understand that paradox. Having looked upon the
dead bodies

person

of several loved ones, I understand that 'absence of life' in the body of a

I once loved, and how this absence makes itself felt. But it is not 'a voice' I am

missing or grieving, but the lightness and weight of that prior embodied life, of the
person

ls

"All

I loved. Dead, it is a body not a "being"; alive, this is a person.ts

Jahshan is

consciousness is animal consciousness, according to Schopenhauer, and disappears in death."

Akira Mizuta Lippit "Afterthoughts on the Animal World" 808.

t4

talking about the absence or presence, the life or death of someone else's anonymous
body since if it were our own, or the body of someone we knevr, we would be feeling,
sensing, fighting, dying

-

not abstracting. In this society, are we so alienated from our

own body that it becomes wholly our own only upon death - and we

a.re gone?

I am reminded of the absence and presence variously of the narrator and Dupin.
It

seems clear

that'þresence" or "absence" is in the mind of the beholder. The body is

what it is and it us that sees it or thinks it either dead or alive, either present or absent. I
understand that Jahshan is talking about a melancholic reminder of what vy'as, an

understanding in our minds that what the body signifies has already passed beyond our
witnessing, but it seems that we slip into abstraction exactly at the point the living body
disappears from our dialogue. In an essay on materiality, Katherine Hayles notes that

"one belief from the present likely to stupefu future generations is the post-modern

orthodoxy that the body is primarily, if not entirely, a linguistic and discwsive
construction" (qtd. in Rotman 261).
When we talk about the body of the story, we are talking about more than the

words on the page that die the moment we tum our thoughts from them, as if life exists
only in the mind. \il'e are talking about the lived life of the person

- real or fictional -

the story is about. Vy'e are talking about the moment it was written sometime in the past,
but we are also talking about the moment we read it, being in the momenq alive in the

present. So I cannot agree when Jahshan says that all reading is ultimately the reading

ofan absence. Is there not a choice involved? Because when I read, I read presence.
Whatever trace was there, is there still, sparks my imagination and it lives, is alive.
(Trace is as much about the impression that remains as it is about absence.) How can we
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'imagine' if we devalue physical sensations and disregard the language and experience
of our bodied self? Imagination without breath and blood

-

I wonder, what is that?

Perhaps thusly Poe constantly invokes Coleridge's ruminations on

'fancy' and

'imagination'. At one point, the narrator admits that he often amuses himself "with the
fancy of a double Dupin" (Selected Tales 96),linking the detective to the lesser more

limited construct.
So when I

think of the \ryomen murdered in their bedroom, where they should

have freedoml6, you can perhaps imagine my passion. You can perhaps understand why

I could not

and cannot collude with any structure or authority whose aim is to trivialize

or conceal the lives and deaths of these women. However fictional they may appear,to
me they are real, with roots in and reference to this blooded lived-in world. They
represent something real.

Epigram
The epigram is a quote from Sir Thomas Browne's seventeenth-century cultural
study, Urn BurÌaL It catches and fixes my attention with its allusions to Greek stories
and myths:

What song the Syrens sang, or what name Achilles assumed when he hid himself
among the women, although puzzling questions, are not beyond all conjecture
(e2).

In it, Browne reviews various archaeological findings from ancient burial grounds.
Based on these artefacts, he speculates on the funeral rites of different societies and what

they might reveal about social beliefs. ln this particular quote, Browne suggests that the
remains that have been excavated, while not able to provide a scientifically exact
t6

As told by her niece Marth4 "...Emily Dickinson made as is if to lock the door with an imaginary key,
turned and said, "Maddy: here's freedom."" Adrienne Rich "Vesuvius at Home" 178.

t6

rendering of a society, are still evocative of that society's most deeply held beliefs.
They are fragments of a buried whole rising to the surface, bits and pieces from which
an original design can still be imagined. On the surface, the only testimony to an ancient

life are a few pieces of broken pottery, some bits of bone and hair, some domestic
utensils possibly randomly placed around the site.lT But if looked at against a larger
background, giving as much weight to the gaps and parts missing as the pieces known,
and assuming a shared connection, links to a buried presence and a distant past, to an

original and common whole, the pieces become clues to that which once existed long

ago.

'We

may be able to gain insight not only into the intent of that society but also, by

extrapolating the larger whole from the fragments, that society's belief system and

philosophy of life. Reflection on that imagined whole could perhaps ofter insights into
the mystery of human nature, allowing us to reasonably speculate on a chosen

pseudonym, or the words to a sacred song.

In a way, Browne himself is responding to the Syrens' song, the lure of the
impossible mystery, wanting to know what cannot, what can never be known for certain.

This mystery of the beyond has intrigued humanity throughout time, too often leading us
to the very edge of the abyss.

Vy'e

cannot Þ,now precisely or exactly, with measurable

proofs, but, Brown suggests, we can reasonably theorize, speculate, and conjecture. Poe
does this over and over in his short fiction, probing and pushing at the boundaries

between life and death, body and mind, man and woman, human and not

-

-

searching

for

the whisper that slips in from just beyond, the mesmerized voice.l8

17'o...fourNapoleons,

an ear-ring oftopaz, tfuee large sliver spoons, three smaller of metal

d'Alger...*

Selected Tales 99.

,* to you that I am deadl".... As I rapidly made the mesmeric passes, amid ejaculations of 'dead!
dead!' absolutely bursting from the tongue and not from the lips of the suflerer, his whole frame at once
tB <cc¡

t7

Many references and concepts are engaged, impacted and concealed in these few

lines. Luring sailors to their deaths on treacherous rocks, the Sirens lounge on the
borders of being and knowing, where animal morphs into humanity, from tail to breasts

to beard.le They bait us with our owïr conceit of self-knowing, selÊpossession being our
own particular Achilles' heel. They comb the knots and tangles from their long flowing
hair and sing. What song when heard turns us into a frenzied mob, leads us to gorge on
desire, like Bacchanalias, to rush headlong into madness and murder, race with a

wildness into death?

Achilles is famous as a hero of the Trojan War, but at first, at his mother's
urging, he attempted to avoid the war all together, and disguised himself as a
handmaiden in a foreign king's court. For Browne to associate the Sirens' songs

of

forbidden knowledge with a mundane question about what name Achilles took while
disguised as a woman indicates how perplexed he was

-

as perhaps any man

might be

-

atthe idea of a Greek warrior dressing like a woman in order to avoid battle and death.
But this is about more than just cross-dressing. The ease with which Achilles conceals
himself behind the persona of a woman not only reiterates questions about gender
boundaries. It also suggests something more subtle about the nature of humanity. In the
stories of the Sirens and Achilles, I hear the murmur of a kind of fabled

folk wisdom,

suggesting that things may not be as polarized and clear cut as \rye think masculinity

in

the woman; femininity in the man.

wìthin the space of a single minute, or even less, sbrunk - crumbled - absolutely rotted away beneath my
hands." "The Facts in the Case of M. Valdemar," Tales of ltþstery and Imagination3lZ.
ln

Joan Dayan observes that "Poe's gothic depends upon experiences that tade on unspeakable slippages
between men and women, humans and animals, Iife and death." '?oe's Women" 10.

l8

Preface
Given the classical Greek allusions in the epigram, when the narrator refers to a

'strong man' in the opening paragraph, and an activity thæ disentangles, I think
inevitably of the wily odysseus, who in Homer's The odyssey'cheated' to hear the
songs the sirens sang (193-194); cheated to win Penelope as a wife (Atwood 35);
cheated to win the title of strong man; and, while in disguise

himself travelled to that

foreign kingdom to trick Achilles into revealing himself by appealing to his innate
warrior nature.2O But these Greek thoughts do not at first appear to have any direct
relationship to the story being told. They clash with and distract from the narrator's
argument about analysis and acumen.

"The mental features discoursed of as the analytical, are, in themselves, but little
susceptible of analysis" (92). On the one hand, this first sentence of the story leaves me

cold. It is the beginning of a pattern of speaking that I "don't understand", of sentences
that say things and then backtrack, leaving me wondering what if anything has been said

at alr. It is, I realize, the subtle introduction of paradox as a commonaliV, art
enfranchisement of contradictory positions offered up without clarity.

Although Terry Martin believes that the preface acts as a sort of key to the rest of
the text, he acknowledges that:

Poe's introduction seems for modern readers...to require an apology. Judged by
the light of the strict economy achieved in later classics of the genre, it seems
simply unnecessary. In fact, the few critics who discuss the introduction as a
separate section at all generally dismiss it as a superfluous retelling of what the
story demonstrates so well. Robert A. w. Lowndes' assessment, though
apparently extreme, is typical: "Having read it with care, I can assure you that
20

Disguised as a traveling merchant, Odysseus displayed a variety of beautiful trinkets that attracted the
attention of the handmaidens. He also unpacked some swords which athacted Achilles' attention, and
thereby revealing his essentially masculine and warrior-like nature, despite his disguise as a woman.

(Hamilton 260-261).

l9

today's reader does not need it all. There is nothing in it that is not accomplished
much better in the course of the story..." (31).

of

John Hughes agrees that the preface does not reflect Poe's usual "aesthetic values

concentration and force" (Hughes 22)- Hughes suspects that Poe is using the prefatory
remarks to intentionally manipulate the reader into believing that "he or she is the

daylight world of socially ratified meanings and objectivity" (22). Loisa Nygaard is also
of the opinion that the narrator is purposely misleading the reader and that like the
Sirens, the analyst's goal "is to trick and deceive" (Nygaard 228).

Although the narrator breaks into the middle of the second paragraph to assert
that he is "not now writing a treatise," he does frame his comments on analysis and
calculation with all the formal authority of a reasoned argument. He presents a thesis,
expands on it with commentary and provides illustrations which supposedly support his

claims. Indeed, over the years,

a considerable amount

of critical energy has been

expended on the narrator's theory of analysis

The narrator's constructs himself as a specialist whose word I am expected to
take at face value. Yet his comments are confusing, and contradict what is commonly
held to be true. For example, when he asserts that "the higher powers of reflective

intellect are more decidedly and more usefully tasked by the unostentatious game
draughts than by all the elaborate

of

frivolity of chess" (93), I am not persuaded by any of

his supporting comments. Indeed, Loisa Nygaard points out that several critics find the

narrator's argument on chess and checkers highly questionable (229). Nygaard further
suggests that

if "the reader

accepts the narrator as authoritative and acknowledges

without question the alleged superiority of checkers over chess, he or she has already

'lost' the game" (229). By accepting without question, caution or conditions, we readers
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\¡/ould submit ourselves to the role of passive observer, passive disorder. Terry Martin
also warns that "the reader must guard against innocence or artlessness of reading for

literal truth and of taking appearances at face value. He must not be duped by August

Dupin[g], Poe's most convincing hoax" (Martin 42).
At the same time that the narrator's assertions are framed as a supposedly
rational argument, they are also tangled up with emotive and passionate verbiage that
verge on the irrational. Why would either chess or draughts be considered "useful",

which would suggest a secondary related and utilitarian action; or o'profound" which
suggests a serious reflection on the meaning of

life? Why would defeat in a game

necessarily lead to "injury"? \Mhy is prof,rciency not sufÍicient, why is he adamant that

'þerfection in the game" is required? Game playing is likened to "those more important
undertakings where mind struggles with mind". V/inning entails calculating ways to
'oseduce

into error or hurry into miscalculation" and where necessary, going "beyond the

limits of mere rule." The narrator recommends intense surveillance of one's opponents,
psychological profiling, the concealment and withholding of information, and the use
tricks and feint where it can result in getting the upper hand

-

of

all of which seem

contraindicative of analysis as a "moral activity that disentangles,' (97). euite the
contrary, such strategies reveal an amoral willingness to do whatever it takes to win, and
the language suggests some deep underlying anxiety, some emotional investment that
goes beyond the simple playing of games

The narrator's assertions on the faculty of analysis, on chess and draughts and

whist may appear on the surface to be well-reasoned and rational arguments, but the
language is duplicitous. His statements lack the crispness of an assured and carefirlly
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thought out argument. The sentences do not flow easily but rather are laborious,
disconnected, and unnecessarily complex. He says things and then backtracks. He

jumps between topics without distinction or notice. As a result, on the surface the text
very much has the appearance of an academic treatise, but beneath the surface, it is
agitated and tumultuous. Hughes comments that "our discomfon in reading" Poe's
stories "trades

innocent"

offthis

(22)."

sense that the narrators' purposes

[...]

are both hidden and not

Hughes ascribes this effect directly to Poe's emotional state of mind

and does not consider the possibility that Poe is using this effect as a satirical device to

comment on his society, on his readers' social values.

In the first paragraph, the narrator discusses the faculty of analysis. In the
second, he jumps to a discussion of re-solution and calculation, conflating the two as

if

these topics are an extension of his discussion on analysis. And much to my

consternation, many critics also assume that this is so. Yet, as Terry Martin recognizes,
Poe actually "challenges the historical assumption that analysis was largely a

mathematical process" and sets out "to dissociate [analysis] from the mathematical

lexicon" (Martin 31), for'oto calculate is not in itself to analyse" (92 Selected Tates).
Analysis, the na:rator has already told us, is a moral activity. It disentangles, like the
sirens combing the knots out of their long seductive hair;

it sorts out what is and what is

not. As a moral activity, it considers the ethical implications of an action, sorts out what
is right and what is wrong. It uncovers the truth about our own motives and impulses,
however diffrcult it may be to accept. Analysis is associated with enigmas, conundrums,
and hieroglyphics

-

all classic aspects of wisdom literature, all ways of understanding

tt "The tales...draw

us into the confines of a resentful interiority, infecting us, even as we laugh, with its
atmosphere of emotional imprisonment and impoverishment." Hughes, "His Resentful Soul" 22.
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and knowing that go beyond linear mathematical or linguistic forms. More than simple
pluzzles, these forms all include some element of mystery, of

"not knowing," and are

traditionally employed to reflect the profundities, complexities and contradictions of
authentic life experiences.
Re-solution, on the other hand, is a retro-grade operation that involves

calculation. Calculation itself is a double-edged concept. On the one hand, it refers to a
strictly mathematical and formulaic operation, the intended outcome of which is to
provide a specific and set answer. On the other hand, to calculate can suggest an
intentional and somewhat sinister act of manipulation, undertaken in order to guarantee
some personal gain or end. This other meaning of calculation comes into play when the

narrator commends the clever person who goes beyond the mere rule of the game and
uses his insight into the other player's behaviour to manipulate the outcome to his own

advantage. Winning the game becomes the goal, and calculation takes on the sense

of

'scheming to win at all costs'. In a way that is at first not clear, Irealizethis desire to

win no matter what is reflected at the end, when Dupin is crowing over the Prefect's loss
and his

'win'.
The true analyst, says the narrator, when deprived of ordinary resources, "throws

himself into the spirit of his opponent, identifies himself therewith, and not unfrequently
sees thus, at a glance, the sole

methods...by which he may seduce into error or hurry

into miscalculation" (91). But why would an analyst

-

who has been associated with

morality, reason, logic, the discipline of mathematics for the purpose of uncovering the
truth

- be so intent on winning

trickery? In fact, the narrator

that he or she would resort to seduction, deception and

has conflated the

definition of an analyst with his opposite,
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someone who calculates. He is telling us that the analyst who can both disentangle

moral activity and also 'calculate' in both senses of the word, will use whatever means
necessary to win, including the insight into the psychology of other players. Under the
pretence of a rational academic argument, a highly charged emotional agenda is being

played out on two fronts. The first is concemed with understanding (and using for one's

own end) the mystery of an authentic experience that surpasses the ability of language to
give it meaning. The second is a linear, retrograde operation that works to contain this
mystery and reduce it to a formula so that it can be managed. Once it is reduced and
recast as a formula,

it can be incorporated it into public life. Captured, caged and

transformed into a spectacle, this dangerous mystery (whether animal, slave or woman),
is exhibited for public viewing. But the original master retains a fetishistic hold over it,

for he or she is the only one who knows its compressed history, its story of violence and
antecedents.

The nanator twice comments that that these prefatory conÌments are connected to
the story that he is about to tell, ostensibly about Dupin, but as it tums out, in actuality,

is indirectly about the murders of two women. The key to the mystery then is the
narrator himself. He is hidden from us from the opening word. Since we aïe not at first
clear on who is talking, and the phrasing suggests an academic essayist, we bestow all
the authority and privilege of such a speaker on the na:rator

- before we are reminded

that this is a story, not a treatise or ari essay. Until the na:rator breaks into the second
paragraph to assert his

"I" position: "I am not now writing a heatise" (91),

we don,t

know this is a personal rendition of any sort. At this point, the narrator feels the need to
make himself known, to be seen as in control of the narrative, and take credit as the
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author of these intellectual musings. David Forter sees the whole of the preface as a
narcissistic staging of male power and control, a flexing of the physical and intellectual
powers of man, an "autoerotic" exhibition of self (Porter 503). Furtlìer, Porter adds, the
act of disentangling is not seen here as moral

"in its usual sense" sinca in the preface it is

"associated with the sadistic sport of taking apart" (porter 503). This view
disentangling is in contrast to how it is

frst

of

represented in the story.22 In a footnote,

referencing Nietzsche and quoting Foucault, Porter notes that disentangling is

"similar....'to the acuity of a glance that distinguishes, separates, and disperses"'(qtd.
Porter 518, n9). It seems then that the narrator is setting up an opposition between
disentangling as a moral activity, and disentangling as means to an end, atool.z3
The type of disentangling promoted by the narrator's discussion on games
supports Porter's contention that the "analyst's narcissism needs to be continually

reafflrmed in the look of the defeated opponents.,,24 oddly, though, it is a little
confirsing as to whether this describes the narrator or Dupin. At the outset, it is the
narrator who is struggling to conceal his narcissistic tendencies and his impulse to

exhibit himself. In these opening remarks, we can trace asubtle tension within the
narrator- He wants or needs to conceal himself, to stay in the background, seek the
shadows and safety of rational discowse, but he also wants to ride the power of the

0,I,,

position, and show offhis skills, and display his accomplishments. As the story
progresses, though, Dupin assumes authority and displays his acumen and
intellectual
22

loanDayan finds that Poe's "fictional elaboration of what it means to know (or in Dupin,s
words to
"disentangle") - in coming so close to what patriarchal myths have touted
nòt mo*iog (e.g. desire or
feeling) - oveÉurns the societal construction of sexual idjntities. ,.poe,s Women"
^
I l.
" Carrying this metaphor into the dialogue on traum4 Cathy Caruth wants to',...explore
the complex
ways that knowing and not knowing are entangled in the language of trauma and
in the stories associated

with
2a

-

it."

Unclaimed Experiences 4.
desire feeds on the narcissistic will-to-knowledge...[m]emory would become forgetfulness.
Culture
song - would relapse into 'nature,', - Comay 26.

"If
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superiority, while the narator recedes into the background, breaking into the narrative

with only occasional comments. In the final so-called triumph over the prefect, it is
Dupin who preens, and in his gleeful boasts, appe¿lrs the narcissistic egoist.

InThe Romance of Failure: First-Person Fictions of Poe, Høwthorne, and
James, Jonathan Auerbach finds that the "first-person narrators...are selÊ

estranged...precisely to the degree that their authors remain deeply implicated in their

plotting. And to that degree first-person fiction offers these authors a way to define the
nature of their craft" (10). Auerbach believes that in his prose work, Poe is "exploring
the interaction that takes place between storytellers and their creative constructs', (25).
The source of tension in most of the tales is the relationship between the author, the firstperson narrator, and the story that the narrator is both telling and enacting. The narrator
as a character must manage the story without revealing anything unseemly or unsavoury

about himself, especially

if

he has a private agenda that is in conflict with the needs

of

the story. Auerbach sees Poe's involvement in the author-narrator-story triad as unstable
at best, as the narrator attempts to tell, enact, conceal, and reveal. The author's ..double

burden of telling and acting entails an attractive but dangerous process of self-revelation

which threatens to collapse the distinction between creation and creator', (B). On

multiple levels, the narratives often oscillate between the veiled author whose presence
may be subordinated but is still felt, the narrator and his misleading and often blind
narration, and the story itself. Auerbach states that "Poe can neither stay out of his
stories nor assume the frst-person slot entirely as his o\ryn"

(20). For Auerbach, this

results in o'Poe's failure to maintain absolute control over his
associated failure

'I,' as well as the

ofhis fictional surrogates to understand the tales they tell about
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themselves" (25)- Indeed, it seems that the repeated failures of the narrators ..to
tecogntze themselves in their doubles," aside from demonstrating an',appalling
lack

of

self-awareness," also remains a source of frustration and exasperation
for many critics

(25). But, Auerbach, like
Poe is

so

ffiffiy, confuses

Poe

with the narators poe creates. \Vhat

fully aware of this tension between the teller of the story and the story

if

he tells?

What if this is the crux of the matter for Poe, and he purposely works
to incorporate the
oscillation between power and anxiety into both the character and narrative
of his
narrators? Given this premise, the narrator of "The Murders in the
Rue Morgue,, is both
the teller of the story, and a character within the story being told.
He is in a conflicted

position- By choosing to tell the story, he is succumbing to the
impulse to unburden
himself and confess all. At the same time though, he needs to protect
himself. He needs
to conceal his actions and motives from public scrutiny, and avoid
any legal or moral
ramifications of untangling truth from lies. He is not a reliable
character as he has a
vested interest then in shaping the narrative to his own purpose. poe's
narrators are

neverjust editors of someone else's story.

Meeting Ðv,pin
Although I have read and re-read the story any number of times,
nowhere do

I

find where the narrator explains his motive for returning to paris,
other than when he
cryptically says he was there, "[s]eeking in paris the objects I
then sought,, (95). Again,
here is the puzzling use of language to deflect understanding
by turning

- to 'tell'

it back on itself

while at the same time not telling- The narrator wants to keep
his purpose for

being in Paris a secret not only from his former associates,
but also from his listeners.
He says Dupin will be invaluable in his search for these
objects that he then sought, but
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he does not explain how or why or what the objects are. What happened to this

mysterious search for things? Did he find the objects he sought? Why is this search
mentioned if it is not going to be part of the story? why is it said, but not told?
The narrator first meets Dupin in an obscure library where they are both
searching for the same rare volume.25 Their search brings them into ..closer

communion" with one another. The use of the word "communion" invokes ideas
of the
Eucharist and transubstantiation, 'the conversion of one substance into another,,26.
The
narrator and Dupin see one another "againand again", raising the idea
of doubling and

of mirror images. This is subtly reinforced when the narrator refers to Dupin's ..mere

self'. In this sentence, "mere"

has a primary meaning of "being nothing more than what

is specified", but in the context of the paragraph with the references
to seeing one
another again and again, the repetition of "mere" invokes the secondary
meaning of .,a
small lake, pond or marsh." The reflective quality of a lake's watery
surface suggests a

minoring image, with an added allusion the myth ofNarcissus, the boy
who

sees and

falls in love with an image of himself thinking it is another. The
domestic relationship
between the narrator and Dupin, their setting up house together
at the narrator's expense,
casts the impoverished aristocrat in the feminine role

of 'wife' adding

to the text. However, I suspect this allusion to homoeroticism
a red

-

a

homoerotic edge

that forbidden love

-

is

herring, a carefully crafted ploy, to tease and trick, to test and
scandalize us, and

distract us from what else may be going on. This living in close
communion, this

doubling and minoring also suggests that Dupin is in fact an aspect
of the narrator
himself, a narcissistic reflection or facet of his own character
that had been suppressed,
library
sire of mare birrh and female dearh', Karen weekes, 156.
i tjlne Amertcan
l"ayed Heritage- rhe
Dictionary of the Englßh
Language.
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but has now been called up through the selÊreflecting mediurn of the rare and
remarkable book.z7 As Joan Dayan notes, in Poe's tales, the "library chamber
with its
volumes serves as the dominant emblem for the folds of memory overlapped
in
redundance" (Dayan, Fables 146). In this context, meeting Dupin again
and again in the
obscure Farisian library could represent the narrator searching for and
finding a

previously unknown or foreign aspect of himself. This neglected and repressed
part of
himself is buried so deeply in his own memory that he does not recogni zehimas

a

part

of his own psyche. This idea of Dupin as the narrator's literal double is
further
reinforced by the narrator's references to'the old philosophy of the Bi-part
Soul,, and to
ooa

double Dupin

- the creative and the resolvent',

(95-96). This, says J. A. Leo Lemay,

implies that the persons in this story (or, at least, that the narrator and
Dupin) are
symbolically (and psychologicalty) aspects of a single person (169). Considering poe,s
propensity for challenging literary conventions, I can't help but
wonder if the suggestion
that the narrator and Dupin are aspects of a single person goes beyond
the symbolic, and
is in fact intended in some way to be understood literally. In other
words, there is only
the narator, and Dupin is a projection of the naffator's own feverishly
fragmented mind.

However, given the instability of Poe's narrative and language, can
this supposition
extend beyond speculation?
The house 'they' choose to live in is'time-eaten and grotesque,
long deserted

through superstitions into which we did not inquire, and tottering
to its fall in a retired
and desolate portion of the Faubourg St. Germain"

(95).

The narrator and Dupin are in

'"A

foolis4-flattering lady, pausing on the trreshold of what she once
called ,the heart of the house,, the
threshold of the library, had once said: 'Next to the kitchen, the
librarys always the nicest room in the
house" Then she added, stepping across the threshold: 'Books are t¡é
minors of the ,oJ.';virgioiu
Woolf, Between the Acts, 12.
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hiding: do not want to be seen. They intentionally live an isolated secluded existence.
They block out the day and shutter themselves in, concealing themselves, and going out

only at night, at"the advent of the true Darkness". They spend the night hours
wondering the city "seeking, amid the wild lights and shadows of the populous cify,that

infinity of mental excitement which quiet observation can afford" (96). This abnormal,
anti-social behaviour, along with the reference to true Darkness, hints of füghtening and

terrible things, criminal rather than deviant behaviour

-

or should, but somehow the

narrator makes it seem reasonable. Using terms like 'sallying forth' and going .arm and

arm', he makes their treks into the diabolical, into true darkness sound like lighrhearted
jaunts to a local fair. He re-frames his admission of roaming the city at night
when only
the criminal element is out, by describing it as "mental excitement" gained through

"quiet observation", making these frays sound like a harmless intellectual exercise.
Even odder, this description of deviate and likely criminat behaviour is, on first reading,

not that disturbing. It is only in re-reading and in thinking carefully about what the

narator is describing but not actually saying, that one begins to wonder what they are
acfually doing under the cover of darkness. Cathy Caruth points out that nocturnal

activity is the rightful place of the unconscious @2$. As the na:rator of ..The Man of
the Crowd" observed, 'the late hour brought forth every species of infamy from its
den,,
(Selected 87). Night is when the criminal element comes out, when those
who do not

want to be seen, who have something to hide venture out. By counterfeiting the night,

worshipping the dark, going out only at night, and rejecting the natural light of day,
they
are 'unnatural,' unbalanced. In this context, everything that occurs suggests
a distorted

reality, dream imagery, or abnormal perception.
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The narrator describes Dupin's trance-like recitation of "startling proofs" as
being "merely the result of an excited, or perhaps of a diseased intelligence" and
confides that their "[s]eclusion was perfect" and that they "existed within ourselves

alone". Considering these comments, when the narrator qualifies Dupin's diseased
intelligence as "merely", we are coerced into perceiving the diseased aspect as
inconsequential. However, there is that word 'mere' again,with its hint of a watery,

mirrorlike reflective surface, water which is also

associated with hidden emotions. By

implication, whether they are aspects of the same person, or reflections of two like
minds, what is true of Dupin's excited or diseased intelligence is likely also true of the

natrator's. Is this Poe playing up the uncanny to exaggerate the Gothic effect? Or is it
the narrator author revealing as he attempts to conceal? Are Dupin and the narrator in
fact aspects of a single diseased individual, sinking into that sort of deluded madness
that Poe is so adept at describing? But at the point that I might slide into believing this

is in fact the voice of someone experiencing a psychotic break from reality, the narrator
disarms me by acknowledging the impression and confesses that "we should have been
regarded as madmen

* although,

perhaps, as madmen of a harmless nature" (95-96). By

acknowledging the oddness of their behaviour, the narrator makes it appear normal and
less bizarre, and the narator comes across sounding reasonable and self-aware. This in

turn undercuts the suggestion of madness and irrationality. Perhaps they are just
harmless, eccentric voyeurs. Yet as madmen are they harmless? As madmen, can we
trust their words?

3l

The Frenchman possesses "a peculiar analytic ability" in which he takes "an
eager

delight." He "explains the seemingly inexplicable."2s He boasts "with

a

low

chuckling laugh, that most men in respect to himself, wore windows in their bosoms"

(96). What an awkward and uncomfortable way to describe the ability to intuit another's
thoughts, feelings and motives. Like the title, it jangles in my mind. Dupin uses a

physical structure, a contrivance, apartof a house or building, attached to a person,
worn by the person as it were, to describe his ability to see into another's heart, to
discern another's most private innermost thoughts and secrets. I cannot escape the sense
that this phrasing is both deliberate and bizarre

-

outré as it were. Certainly it speaks to

"the house-as-body metaphor" (Lemay 168), but it goes further than that, to invoke the
image of a hard, framed, glassJike opening or aperture (and therefore feminine?)
attached to a body.

It is an opening through which

a person can see

into another's

personal rooms. But as a glass window, it can also reflect back the viewer's face. Is this
an even more subtle invocation of a mirror image? It is no wonder then, that the narrator
and Dupin shuttered the windows in their own time-wom mansion and blocked out the

daylight. If Dupin can see into men's hearts as if looking in through

a

window, then

surely there may be others in Faris who can do the same and by looking through their

windows, see into their hearts. Or, do they hide from themselves, from the mirror view
into their own hearts

-

into his own heart?

After following several disparate leads, I discovered the origin of Dupin's
peculiar boast. It is puckishly characteristic of Poe's sense of humour and his
backhanded way of telling, pointing or gesfuring at things. Dupin's boast that,.most

men, in respect to himself wore windows in their bosoms," is actually a bastardization
28

J' Gerald Kennedy, "The Limits of Reason: poe's Deluded Detectives', rg5.
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of a quote from a collection of,speeches and essays written by Francis Bacon in 1592,
and published under the title "Certain Observations upon a

Libel" (bolding added):

...And therefore her Majesty revived not the laws made in 28, and 35, of her
father's reign, whereby the oath of supremacy might have been offered at the
king's pleasure to any subject, though he kept his conscience never so modestly
to himself; and the refusal to take the same oath, without farther circumstance,
was made treason: but contnariwise, her Majesfy not likillg to make wi¡rdows
i¡lto men's heants and secret fhoughts, except ûhe abundance of,them dÍd
overflow inúo overt and express acts and affinmatíons, tempered her law so, as
it restraineth only manifest disobedience in impugning and impeaching advisedly
and ambitiously her Majesty's supreme power, and maintaining and extolling a
foreign j urisdiction. (3 I 7).
Unlike Dupin, and though tactfully not stated, untike the King before her, the
eueen
does not make windows into men's hearts. She chooses not to see their secret thoughts

nor presume to know or judge them except when those thoughts overflow and result in
some overt observable action. The passage is referring to the laws of treason, and

indicates that men will be judged on what they do, not on assumptions of what they

think, and in its essence is an appeal to reason. Although it states respectfully that her
Majesty does not like to make windows, as if she could if she wanted to, it is also

implying that not even kings and queens can be certain of what lies in the hearts of men.
The only certainty that reasonably exists rests upon actions taken. If
Queen Elizabeth I
cannot reasonably make windows out of men's hearts and know for fact what lies there,

how then can Dupin? We can know our own heart, as difficult as that may sometimes
be, but how can we or he or anyone know for certain the heart of another? ln retrospect,

is the narrator saying but not telling, telling not hearing, that Dupin knows his heart
because they are one and the same?

However, before we can speculate too much on this unusual ability of Dupin,s,
the narator breaks into the narrative flow again, to wam us away from making any
kind

JJ

ofjudgement about the story he has been or will be telling. "Let it not be supposed," he
says, "from what I have just said, that

I am detailing any mystery, or penning any

romance" (96). It is jarring to have the narrative flow disrupted by what appear to be
unnecessary or irrelevant edicts by a fictional narrator. It has the effect of making me
step back from the text and wonder at what is going

on. The narrator is attempting to

use his privileged position as storyteller to control how we interpret what we are reading.

In his impulse to conceal, what is he revealing? Does he protest too much? Is this then
both a mystery and a romance? Whether it is or is not, why is the narrator set against us

thinking that it is, so intent on controlling what we think?
The narrator at the beginning of the story is erudite and verbose. He comes
across as philosophical and authoritative, but part way through the story he changes.

After the description of his late night walk-about with Dupin, where the narrator is
variously astounded, amazed, and startled, the narrator seems to 'lose himself

.

From

then on, for the rest of the story, it as if he remains in this state of unwitting

preoccupation. Dupin takes the lead and becomes a third-person narrator, using at times
the first-person voice to present his version of the investigation into the women's deaths.
The narrator recedes into the background, and as reader, I am often unsure which one

of

them is talking. The narrator does however break into the narrative several more times,

with peculiar self-conscious comments. For example, when reading in the newspaper
that the murders were a "'most extraordinary and frightful affair,"'the narrator literally
adds in brackets that the "word

'aflaire'

has not yet, in France, that

levity of import

which it conveys with us" (100). This draws attention to the other meaning of the word

'affair,' which is "a romantic or sexual relationship between two people". Contrary to
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what the narrator says, this meaning would be understood by Parisians. However, since

this is treated as an aside, it is neither acknowledged nor dealt with in the surface story.
'We

are left with

it

as one more fragment, a residual

minor mystery.

The narrator at times has trouble speaking, falls in long silences as Dupin
discourses, falls into'omute astonishment" (107), "scarcely knowing what" he did (10S).

Or, he finds himself 'oon the verge of comprehension, without power to comprehend

-

as

men, at times, find themselves on the brink of remembrance, without being able, in the
end, to remember"

(113). 'oAnd then, also

as so often happens

in [Poe's] tales,

a

"critical

evasion of recollection occurs"" (Dayan, Fables 146), suggesting that not remembering
is on some level intentional. Through the whole of the murder investigation, the narrator

is only superficially present and his abilifiy to think clearly and rationally appears
compromised. As "a vague and half-formed conception of the meaning of Dupin flitted
over" his mind (113), the na:rator seems to balk and then withdraw. Instead of leading
the narrative, he now hovers around the edges of not only this first story, but also in the

narratives of the other two Dupin stories. This is a drastic change from the nanator at
the beginning of the "The Murders in the Rue Morgue."
When the na.rrator falls silent at the same time that Dupin uses the

"I" position to

relate his ideas and impressions, it is easy to slip into thinking Dupin is narrating the
story, and accord him the full authority and veracity of a narrator. For example, as he
talks to the na:rator and outlines what happened, in a sense, he is also talking to and

telling the readers. As an aspect of the first person narrative, the reader enters the story
through the

"I" position

and to varying degrees may identifu with the narrator. When

Dupin is talking to the natrator, it is often experienced as if he is talking'to us".
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In presenting his version of the murders, however, Dupin's focus seems
increasingly divided and twofold. On the one harì{ he is detached, and appears rational
and logical as he expands on his theory of what happened. On the other, he seems to be

closely observing the na¡rator as he tries to lead him past resistance to remembrance, to
the brink of understanding. In this scene (113-1 17),thenarrator comes ¿Icross as thickheaded, bumbling and ineffective. Yet this resistance to understanding could also be an

aversion to violence, a ploy to avoid acknowledglng a moral failing or accepting a
personal responsibility, or possibly ev€n a syrnptcm of traumatic detachment. When

Dupin begins to discuss the hair and the sketch, he insists on involving the reluctant
narrator in a re-enactnnent of the murders. This persistence in involving the narator
makes Dupin's conversation appear to be double-edged, as

It is as if he and the na¡rator

are talking

if

he has some secret motive.

in code, their hearts carefirlly shuttered and

protected from eyes that might perceive treasonous thoughts. But since there is only the
narrator and Dupin presen! the only one Dupin is protecting, hiding from, and at the
same time trying to reveal, is the nanator.

Like the narrator, Dupin can also fatl into atrance.ze When Dupin is exercising
his peculiar analytical abilities, the na¡rator describes hirn as becoming',frigid and
abstract; his eyes
a treble

[...] vacant in expression; while

his voice, usuatly a rich tenor, rose to

which would have sounded petulantly" (96). As they are waiting fbr the sailor,s

visit, the nanator notices that:
Dupin went on, very much as if in a soliloquy. I have already spoken of his
abstract männetr at such times. His discourse was addressed io myself; but his
2e

Speaking of Poe's narrators, Karen Weekes notes that "[t]hese rnales...have surprising
lapses about
quite significant points-'..When they are overcome with emofion, they become
corpse-like.... She goes
on to quote Mary Oliver, "The question of madness is always pr*reni. The actioni
of the narrator me
ofren clearly, recognizably insane..-" .?oe's Ferninine fdeãf, ìSt.
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voice, although by no means loud, had that intonation which is commonly
employed in speaking to some one at a greatdistance- His eyes, vacant in
expression, regarded only the wall (10S).
From the description, it sounds as if Dupin's intense preoccupation or focus on the
subject at hand is very similar to a trance, or mesmerism. Shawn Rosenheim notes that

this effect has extended itself to the reader, whose "body has been anesthetized by

Dupin's antics (an anesthetizationalso evident in Dupir¡ who in moments of excitement
becomes

'frigid and abstract'...) (172)- In addition, although Ðupin is supposedly

addressing the na"lrator, he is talking 'as

if in a soliloquy'

and described as regarding

'only the wall'. This again, however subtly, suggests that the narcator and Ðupin

¿ue one

and the saüle, literally mirror images of one another.

Late Night Walkabøwt
As an example of Dupin's ability to see into the narrator's heart and read his
thoughts, the narrator describes a particular late night sboll. Many critics see this
passage as demonstrating

Dupin's talent for accuratety discerning

a character's thoughts

by reading the body and the hace left by that body. At first glance, Dupin does appear

to be successful in detailing the chain of thoughts that occupied the n¿urator during this

walkabout. But why does fhe narrator respond to this rather innocuous and boring
thteadof ttroughts as 'fathoming his soul'? There is some elision here and jumbling

of

meaning- Carefrrlly re-reading the passage,lrcalizcthat the narcator is astonished and
startled only when Dupin mentions Chantilly, the cobbler who "had atf,empted the role

of Xemes, in Crebillon's tragedy.. .and been notoriously Pasquinaded for his pains"

(97). The narrator is "more st¿rtled than þe] would have been willing to express" by
Dupin's reference to the cobbler. His response, according toKay Stockholder, '?eveals
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both his emotional investment in and intense shame at having the privacy of his mind
open to Dupin's gaze"

(321). When Dupin mentions the fruiterer, though, the narrator at

first denies knowing what he is talking about until further prompted, and even then does
not connect the fruiterer with the cobbler. After Dupin sets out the main points in what
he has ascertained to be the narrator's chain of thoughts, the narrator is
amazemettd0,

ffid agrees that Dupin

has "spoken the

full of

truth." He does not say that the

information is true, but after he 'heard the Frenchman speak what he had just spoken"
he acknowledges

that Dupin

has spoken the

truth. Here again is this use of

a circular

construction to say something without actually asserting the thing said. What exactly is
being acknowledged as true? Did the Frenchman say something else, something other
than what we have been told? I cannot be sure. This sly obfuscation of what the

narator agrees is true, makes this passage suspect, especially after the narrator's
reference to a charlatan.

At one point, the narrator avers that there is "not

Dupin." This is reminiscent of how he 'assured'

us that

a particle

if they

of charlatanerie about

are madmen they are of a

'harmless nature', or that Dupin's is'merely'a diseased intelligence. In the
simultaneous act of suggesting and then denying a thing, the narrator raises its

possibility, undermines the denial and leaves a shadow of doubt in my mind. In

additior¡ when the narrator compares the circuit of random thoughts to the "illimitable
distance and incoherence betweenthe starting-point and the goal,"

I am left with not

only the metaphorical reference to the number of subjects his thoughts touched upon, but
also with a vague residual sensc of a great distance actually, physically travelled.

t0

"When viewing

¿¡1

I

ohject of complexity, to hold it to close to the eye is to become bedazzlsd,immersed,
v. werner "The Detective Gaze,, 14.

and literally "a-mazÊd" in its labyrinths." James
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fleetingly ponder the possibility of a diffrcult journey with a specified goal, shrouded in

conlrsior¡ not directly referenced but undertåken nonetheless.
Dupin describes at length the elements of each link, providing what appear to be
rational, reasonable, scientific references and connections. Nonetheless, the lack of
input from the na:rator leaves me with the nagging impression that this internal dialogue
has been rnanufactured. Parts of the description are

highly suggestive, metaphorical and

dream-like, such as:

c
e
o
ø
o
o
o
o
e
c
.

dirty street near the Palais Royal;
a fruiterer carrying a basket of apples on his head, knocking the narator down;
a lane or street in disrepair;
aninjuredankle;
a mender of soles/souls;
a long

cobblestones and a cobbler;
horses;

doctor;

baffling amay of scientific and literary references;
the stars, the skies and Latin quotes; and
the narrator's "stooping gait".
a

Dupin provides busy laborious voluminous and complicated sounding explanations for
every link in the chain

-

exc,ept, as John T.

kwin points out ("Reading poe's Mind"

203), for the reference to Dr. Nichol. Dupin does not explain how Dr. Nichol fits into
the chain, and the na¡rator does not comment on this lapse. Irwin suggests that Poe is

alluding to

Dr

John Pringle Nichol, an astronomer involved in the discussions of the

nebular hypothesis, and does not see any significance to Dupin's omission of Nichol,

attributing it to an oversight on Poe's part.

After he acknowledges that Dupin 'spoke the truth', the narrator does not speak
again during this episode. Dupin assumes the speaking role and provides his

explanation of the natrator's chain of thoughts as a fustperson narrative. Curiously,
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like the passage on games, the rational aspects of the narrator's so-called thoughts are
highlighted while the physical and emotional associations are downplayed. The
nanator's run-in with the fruiterer, his fall and lnjury are glossed over while Dupin
discourses at length on cosmology. The narrator's sulky vexation, his muttering,
his

preoccupied musings, his eye-rolling, his stooped gait, his puffing himself
up, his

drawing himself to ñrl1 height (9S)

- the pugnacious volatility suggested by these

snippets of physical behaviour observed by Dupin are barely registered- When
this
passage is discussed by critics, what is most commonly noted is

Dupin's ability to read

the narrator's body and discern his thoughts. What is most often discussed is
the chain

of the intellectual musings.3l The narrator's behaviour is rarely if ever mentioned.

At

one point in this recitation, Dupin confesses that "observation has
become

with me, of late, a species of necessity" (9g). At this time, as it turns ou! he is
observing the actions and behaviour of the na¡rator. Under the cover of scientific
and

intellecfual musings, Dupin mirrors or reflects back the narrator's reactions,
encounters,
and emotional responses-

if

It is as if Dupin is the reflective aspect of the narrator. It is as

he represents that part of us that registers our behaviour and responses to particular

situations while we are emotionally caught up in the moment and not able
to think

clearly about what we are doing. Like Dupin enumerating the narrator's responses,
this
facet of our personalþ canlater make our behaviour and actions available
to us through
memory, through recall. However, Dupin says that observing the nanator
has lately
become an araious necessity. To observe arxiously

¿ìs

a necessity

infers some irnminent

threat. Yet these important observations are inserted among comments on different
types of pavemen! the theories of Epicurus, cosmology, theatrical reviews,
and local

't

See for example, Terry J. Marfin, Rosenheim,

kwin.
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gossip. The narrator's emotional responses are tangled in among the rational
commentary, as if to conceal them even as he tells them.
The one link in the chain that draws a response from the narrator and the only
one that he literally and specifically acknowledges, is the reference to the cobbler

Chantilly, whose "diminutive figure unfitted him for tragedy" (97). The narrator is
pondering the humiliation of the cobbler who attempted the tragic stage role of Xerxes
and had failed miserably. The feelings of shame and resentrnent that a man would

experience if he were the cobbler trying his
Xerxes in a tragedy

frst role on stage, or if he were the character

- the fear of failure, the lust for power, the anger, the desire for

compensatior¡ for revenge

-

in a skewered way are a gesture towards the narrator's

muttering and petulant posturing- It suggests that the narrator may have had. asimilar
exPerience, úâY have been humiliated and so considering or has already undertaken
some tragic retributive action. On another level, the narrator like the cobbler is

little

more than a'diminutive ftgure', unequal to the tragic role he is playing. Looking at the
passage in this way,

it is difficult not to wonder what else is being referenced. An

accidental run-in with a fruiterer hardly seems sufficient justification for the narrator's
temperamental response, and even less so for any tragic actions.
This passage is aknost solely narrated by Dupin, without any summarizing
comments from the narrator. Then suddenly, without any indication of a shift, the two

of them are reading a newspaper. 'Î.{ot long after this, we were looking over an evening

edition" (99). The use of the "we" after the quick shift from Dupin's third person use of

'I"

confüses the speaking

role. Who is talking

here, the narrator or

Dupin? The abrupt

4t

segue from one scene to the next

isjarring and creates a subtle break in the narrative,

an

absence, an elision, ã Eap, a sense of something missing.

The result of this turn in the narative is an odd sense of dislocation. This
combined with the doubling and mirroring, with the split between the abstract and the

physical events, leads me to question the veracity of Dupin's reconstruction of the
narrator's thoughts. What lies behind the telling of this mind-reading episode? Was
Dupin filling an emptied out memory lapse with bilious bits of information? Did that
passage represent an opportunity

for Dupin to co-opt the role of narrator? It seems as if

Dupin is concealing things from the reader. Because we jump from one scene directly
into the other, the mind-reading scene and the report of the women's murders appear to
be linked in some way, suggesting an underlying connection of some

kind. I cannot help

but wonder if Dupin is creating a cover story to account for the narrator's missing time,
using just enough of the narrator's thoughts and actions to make his version seem

plausible. It is as if reading about the women, hearing about them, had to be delayed
until after Dupin had established

-

in the narrator's own mind as well as the reader's, the

narrator's whereabouts and prior actions.

Newspaper Version of the Murders
"Not long after this, we were looking over an evening edition of the 'Gazette des

Triburaux"' (99). As the narrative shifts to the newspaper reports on the murders, a
third speaker is introduced, a "deferred voice",32 thatof the irnpersonal and seemingly
transparent and objective voice of the newspaper storywriter. Newspaper reports,
however, are not necessarily accurate or objective, and in additior¡ the stories may be

"

Jahshan 82-
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shaped or motivated by other agendas, such as the need to sell papers, or the desire to

make a reputation for oneself. Although the use of newspaper reports may appear

incidental, I noticed that in his stories, Poe often plays with the images of both paper and
newspapers. With respect to this story, a second definition for the word "morgue" is that

of a "reference file in a newspaper or magazine office,"33 or "a newspaper's collection

of

miscellaneous information for use in future obituaries".'o Sin." the murders occurred in
the Rue Morgue, this would suggest, that on some level, the newspapers themselves are
also somehow implicated in this crime.

Relying on the newspaper reports to provide us with the facts of what occurred
puts us in as tenuous a situation as relying solely on the narrator or on Dupin to provide
us with an objective or unbiased rendering of events. A newspaper is several times

removed from the incident on which it is reporting, yet we rely on it to provide us with

the 'truth' about the public and political world. We rely on the reports in this case, to
provide us with accurate inform¿tion about the murders and the investigation. In fact,
we look to the newspapers to provide us a base in reality, much as we rely on the author

of the story to provide us with a reliable baseline for the truth and reality. Yet how
reliable are either of these tellers of stories? The testimony of the various wiûresses and
the reports at times contradict one another. V/as there one gendarme or two leading the
men into the house? Was the gate breached by a crowbar or by a bayonet? Were there a
dozenmen stonning the house or a mob? It seems we must find some objective measure

to validate the things told to us by the various narrators, and even then, be aware that we

likely will not be able to verifu many or even all the details with any certainty.
3"3"The

'"

American Heritage Dictionary of the Engtish Language.
The New Oxford Dictionary of English.
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Bearing this in mind, tlrough the newspaper reports, we learn several details

of

the women's lives and the lives of their neighbours. They employed a laundress,
Pauline Dubourg. They paid her well for her work. She saw them as affectionate
with
one another and on good terms, and believed that Madame L'Espanaye told
forhrnes for
a

living.
The tobacconist, Pierre Moreau, said that Madame L'Espanaye owned
the house

on Rue Morgue, and had previously rented it to a jeweller who in turn had rented
out the
upper rooms to "various persons". The old woman was not happy, he said, ,.with
the
abuse of the premises by her tenant, and moved into them herself,
refusing to let any

portion-" Moreau said the "old lady was childish", hinting at some underlying
resentment, perhaps to do with letting the rooms, or evicting the

jeweller. Maybe

Moreau had been on friendly terms with the jeweller. Maybe he had wanted
to rent a

room and resented her refusal to do so, believing that no woman had the right
to refuse a
man's request, particularly one to do with property.

Although his neighbours may have accepted it, Moreau flatþ refused to believe
that Madame L'Espanaye could tell the future. What was behind this refi.rsal
to believe?
Is it a refusal to acknowledge that she possessed any type of power?
Or did he sneer at
the idea of fortune telling, as something silly and irrational? Moreau remarked
that a
porter had visited the house a couple of times. Pauline Dubourg
said there was little or
no furniture in the house. Did the porter's visits have anything to do with
the absence

fumiture? Were the women emptying out the house? Were they planning
to leave?

of

If

Madame L'Espanaye could read the future, did she know about the pending
danger and
were they planning an escape? Moreau said a physician had visited
eight or ten times
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(101). Eight or ten visits by a physician seem like an unusually high number, but over
what period of tirne? (Sometimes the reports are specific about times, other times the
reports are vague.) Was one of the women

ill or hurt? Did the visits have anything to

do with the 'abuse of tÌre premises', which is possibly a euphemism for abuse of the

female body? And finally, the fact that Moreau knew who visited the women and how
many times, suggests a certiain level of vigilance or sr¡rveillance on his part. But if this

is so, why did he not notice Monsieur Le Bon's visit? Or did he notice, but chose to
omit mention of it?

The Murdered Wamen
The details of the violence carried out against the women is at fust almost

unreadable. The graphic descriptions have the efîect of turning us away from such

horror. Yet my conviction

1þ¿¡ ssmsrhing else was going on

in this story in combination

with my (inappropriate?) outrage at the callous mariner in which their murders are in the
end dismissed, prornpted rne to look rnore closely at this scene. The severing of the

mother's head from her body invokes both images of fhe guillotine and of Medusa
According to the newspaper repor! the decapitation is completed by the actions of the
male party as they attemptto

lift Madame L'Espanaye

and carry her back into the house.

Even thoughthe actions of the men inadvertently complete the decapitation of the
mother, on a symbolic level they are still implicated in her murder. The newspaper
report asserts that the 'þolice are entirely at fault

-

an r¡nust¡al occtlrrence in affairs

of

this nature" (104). This seemingly inflamrnatory and baseless accusation nonetheless
suggests that on some level the police foo arç partly responsible for this crime.
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Against the background of the Greek allusions in the tex! the bloodied swatch
of the mother's grey hair tossed on the heartlu suggests a ritual sacrifice to the gods.3s
The symbolism of the daughter's body tumed upside dowru and forced up and down the
chimney, however post-Poe Freudian it may be, is difficult to ignore- As Marita Nadal
points ou! any type of fissure or channel-like opening can be considered "a female

symbol" tNadal 160). Which leads us to conclude that syrnbolicall¡ the daughter's
body is transformed into a phallus and used to'rape' the hearth, the house itself the
centre of the farnily and slmrbolic home of the mother.

lprimal scene
After my second and third readings, the murders of the women begin to take on a
peculiar energy of their own. At first, one does not want to look too closely at those

horrific murders. The detailed descriptions of,their mutilated bodies and their murders,
rather than make the events clear and transparent, acfually compel one to turn away, furn
away one's eyes and one's thoughts from the violence done to them. The text itself
seems to be urging us not to look, but at the same time, the deaths of the women call out

for justice. Sornething splits here

- if we looh

are lrye seeing dislocated bodies, divorced

from ourselves? If we resis! are repulsed by the clinical descriptions, are weholding
onto some sort of commonality with those wome& identiffing bodily, emotionally with
the injuries done to them? And behaying our cnttcal selves?

3s

For example: "The swineher4 who was a man of sound principles, did not forget the immodals, but
began the ritual by throwing a tuft of hair from the white-tusked victim into the fire and praying to all the
gods that the wise Odysseus might come back to his home_,, The Odyssey,p-226.
In ancient Greece, the hearth was the "religious center of the family''and represented the doorway to the
underworld and a way to contact one's deceased ancestors. "[S]acred womèn þnded the hearúr fire that
must never be allowed to go out Walker, 137-138.

"
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Something about these murders is taboo. Common wisdom, steeped now in
Freudian psychology, identifies the murdered women with the so-called primal scene
(see

for example, Thomas, 42). The'primal scene', now securely packaged for

consumptiorU has been offered up over and over agun, without examination or

interrogation, to account for the sense of the forbidder¡ the tinge of shame and guilt the

quick deflection that readers may feel when they skim over these passages. Still, I
cannot escape the sense that there is something much more going on here. The sailor at
the window looks atthe gigantic animal as if seeing his own enlarged shadow; looking
in just as Dupin looks into men's hearts. Yet this is the house of the mother. The

mother's long hair (her screams, her resistance, her blood) sending the hairy ape into a
fuervy; the hair left on the hearth as

if a paltry offering to a goddess; the decapitation of

the mother compleæd by the action of the male neighbours

lifting her body; mother

transformed into medusq the bruises on the daughter's chest that suggest someone had

knelt on top ofher and hung over her as she died, like a succubus sucking out her very
spirit; the daughter's throat throttled to silence her forever even though atthatprecise
moment she was unconscious and not capable of making a sound; her body scraped and
excoriated from being shoved feet fust up and down the chimney, the very actof rape

incamated reshaping the virgin (i.e. never maried) daughter's body into the ultimate
phallic symbol; inverting head and body; the battered and bruised bodies of the women
exhibited and on display in what had fonnerly been their own private home; their home

now turned inside out swarnring and teeming with the comings and goings ofmale
agents of the state; and then, finally, Ðupin observing them, not touching them, looking,

studying, checking them over,36 as if to ensure that these women were indeed dead, or at
'u This intense inspection of the wornen's bodies calls to mind Laura Saltz' comrnçnt with respect to poe,s
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least inanimate and

-

unlike the other dead women in Poe's stories

-

would not re-

animate and come back to hawrt the male l-narrator. Suddenly, I have the eerie

conviction that the women are both dead and not dead, trapped in some in-between state

like the man without breath

-

knowing, seeing, but unable to take any action in their

own defense.3T

Murder or Suicide
Despite the litany of injuries to the women, and after proclaiming that such a
mysterious and perplexing murder has never before been committed in Paris, the
newspaper story incredibly adds the comment

"- if indeed a murder

has been committed

at all". How strange, and at odds with the evidence itself, to question whether the
injuries sustained were the result of murder. What other type of action could possibly
result in such violent deaths?

In considering the violence done to Madame L'Espanaye, it is incomprehensible
that anyone could enteftainfor a second that her death might be the result of suicide.

Yet, in a backhanded way, Dupin too suggests this possibility, as if it were a reasonable

option. \ilhen he comments that
the voices heard in contention [...] were not the voices of the women themselves
[...] This relieves us of all doubt upon the question whether the old lady could
have first destroyed the daughter, and afterward have committed suicide. I speak

this point chiefly for the sake of method; for the shength of Madarne L'Espanaye
would have been ufferly unequal to the task of thrusting her daughter's corpse up

story, "The Mystery of Marie Roget'':. "Though...the autopsy Dupin performs on Marie is a visual one,
her corpse, even on close inspection, remains immobile and opaque." Saltz also observes that the murderer
who "silenced Marie has forcibly excluded her from language; blood is her mouth's only issue....[T]he
struggle between Marie and her assassin is a battle to the death over the authority to produce meaning"

259.
37

See

Dayan's discussion

dispossessed

ofcivil

and natu¡al death, and how one could be alive and yet dead when

ofpropefy: "Amorous Bondage: Poe, Ladies, and Slaves.,,
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the chimney as it was found; and the nature of the wounds upon her own person
entirely preclude the idea of self-destruction (108)

Mentioning murder-suicide, even under the guise of being thorough, when such a
possibility is precluded from the outset by the nature of the injuries to the women, is
neither rational nor logical. But it does have a metonymical effect of implicating the

mother. It is also consistent with the pattern of double-speak that has already been
established in the story, of telling and not telling, of saying and not saying. By

suggesting and then withdrawing the suggestion that the mother w¿ls responsible for both
deaths, even though we are told that after all, the mother did not and could not have

murdered her daughter and then herself, we are still left with the vague but insidious
perception that in some rtray she must have been to blame- \ü/as she in part responsible
because she defied the patriarchal order of things, because she dared
her own affairs, as well as the affairs of her

chil{

to

act as mistress

of

her daughter? Terrence Whalen

suggests that by withdrawing her money from the bank and refusing to let the rooms

in

her house, rernoving both money and properly from circulation, Madame L'Espanaye

was in defiance of the basic tenets of both capitalism and patriarehy. This defiance was

highlighted by her belief in magic (as a fortune teller) over scientific rationalism.
Mademoiselle L'Espanaye was perhaps in greater violation of the values of a patriarchal
capitalist society though, by failing "to enter the sexual economy through marriage"
(Whelan 400). This shifting of blame without naming it as such, further diminishes and
mitigates the egregious harrn done to the women. Lemay, in his view of the matter, goes
even further to say that since the "bludgeoning instrument of death" is a psychological

symbol of apenis, "as might exist in the imagination of a severely repressed female

neurotic," then "þ]sychologically, the L'Espanayes cut offtheir own heads" (186).
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While it seems

a peculiar

thing for the newspapers, Dupin or critics to suggest

that the u¡omen killed themselves, as it tums ou! blaming the murdered woman for her

own death has some basis in historical fact. In her book, Murder Most Foul: the Killer
and the American Gothic lwøgination, Karen Halttunen reviews hundreds of newspaper
reports and court records on rnurders commified in the eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries.

'With

respect to the "violent deaths of sexual women" she found a peculiar but

common convention coming into play in the 1830's and 40's. Quoting the Arguments

of

Counsel...Avery,she notes that "when "respectable" men such as the Rev. Avery stood
charged with the murder of "fallen" women, defrnse attorneys axiomatically observed

that 'Suicide is so common a termination of their career, that it rnay almost be called the
natural death of the prostitute"'(198). In anotler case, in 1845, Atbert Tirrell was on

trial for killing Maria Bickfod who
was found dead in a Boston boarding house, nearly decapitated by arazo4her
body badly charred by a fue set in the room [...] The defense offered a number
of conflicting arguments, but most prominent was the suicide defense. A
succession of physicians testified that Bickford's neck wound might have been
self-inflicted. Defense attorney Rufus Choate speculated that Bickford
had.-.killed herself: "Suicide is the "natural" death of the prostitute" (Triat of
Titell,McDade 990). (qted. 198-199)

In a number of cases, the "natural" violence of female sexuality was translated
into the "natural" tendency of the sexual female towards selÊmurder. Some
narratives took this accusation one step further, charging that the apparent female
victim was herself a mruderer [of the men she seduced] (199).
When in 1836, Helen .Iewett was killed by a blow to the head and ttren set on fire by her

lover Richard Robinson, she was porhayed as an evil seducer of rnen and a harlot.
While fnâny called for the murderer to be punished, the tone of the public dialogue

"clearly suggested that Jewett's death was ultimately deserved." Any'lroman who
would 'entice the wayfarer with her blandishments, and wilfirlly and basely light

a

fue in
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his bones...should be treated as a murderess.' To

like the slaying of Medus4

as an act

murder

-

a

such a womari could be construed,

ofjust retribution and collective male self-defense"

(Halttunen 201). By having Dupin mimie

court cases, Poe is critiquing

kill

tle

sarne flawed logic used in contemporary

justice system that would find a woman guilty of her own

of cutting offher own head. At the same time, through a reciprocal action, he

is invoking the repressive dynarnic that exists between men and wornen in a patriarchal

society- With references to Sirens, romance, games, affairs, issues, homoeroticisnn,
room-letting, fcrtune-telling, and rape, Poe hints at a sexual element to the murders

-

and possibly a motive.

Narratør and Ðupin

at,

the Sce¡ae øf the Grirne

Although Dupin is no longer "kno\ryn in Paris", he does ap'parently know Le Bon,
the young bank clerk who is arrested by the poli.ce for the murders of the u/omen. Since

Le Bon once did him "a service" (we are not told the nature of this service), Dupin
decides to look into the murders. Dupin, who has ceased to be knowr¡ also apparently

knows the Prefect of Police, and gets permission to examine the scene of the crime.

Ðupin makes the decision to investigate the murders sound like a whim, something that

will "afford us ¿rfnusement," but it must have been amuch more serious undertaking
than he is willing to admit. They set out during the day (as opposed to venturing out

only at night) and reach the Rue Morgue in the late afternoon. Before going into the
house, they circle around it, while Dupin carefully surveys the surrounding

neighbourhood. The narrator is vacuously rmconcerned, but Dupin's carefi.rl
surveillance of the area makes me wonder if the Frenchman

-

unaccustomed as he was
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to being about in daylight, is wary of being recognized, or of meeting someone he
knows.

Ðupin's faulty løgie
Although many a critic hold Dupin up as an archetype for the rational deductive
detective and a model for Sherloek Holmes, Ðupin's logic is actually quiæ flawed when

reviewing and weighing the evidence in the murders. For one, he arbitrarily disregards
certain clues while focusing on others. According to the testimony of the men who
forced their way into the house, they all heard two voices in loud and angry contention.
The wimesses variously describe the exchange as intonations, utterances, and

expostulations. They also describe what they think were the "scraping and scuffling"
sounds of several persons struggling.

One of these speakers is identified by all wiûresses as having a gruffvoice and
saying in French, "sacÍe", "diable" and "mon Ðieu" during the brief interchange. The
second speaker is variously described as

o
o
ø
o
o
'o
"ø
ø
o

being a foreigner (Spanish, Italian, Gennan, Englislq French, Russion)
having a shrill voice
having a harsh voice
having a strange voice
possibly being female
possibly being male
of uncertain gender
being loud" quickandunequal
speaking in fear and in anger
speaking quickly and unevenly
speaking a language unknown to the listener (101-103)

In addition, one witness, Odenheimer, the restaurateur from Amsterdam, identifies both
speakers as being Frenchmen. He could however, distinguish only a few of the words
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spoken by the person with the gruffvoice, and could not

identiff any words spoken by

the individual with the shrill voice (102).

Dupin notes that in the witnesses' identif,rcation of the second speaker, only two
major nationalities are not represented: Asiafics and Africans. He then arbitrarily
eliminates these fwo possibilities by asserting that "[nJeither Asiatics nor Africans
abound in Paris" (109).38 From this, plus the fact that none of the wiûresses were able to
rccognize any sounds resembling words, he concludes that the speaker must have been
an animal, specifically, an ourang-outang. Judith Fetûerley suggests the possibility that

on some level, the men refuse to or are unable to acknowledge that the language or voice

of the perpetrator is in any way like them. In support of Dupin's conclusion, Gillian
Brown observes that the "readability of events" lie in their effects, "and here, the effects
of the crime sigdry animal rather than hurnaa actions" (Brown 334). This presupposes
that the mysterious second speaker is the murderer. It also posits the view that human
beings are not anirnals, that we are something more, something other than animal,
presumably thinking creatures, rational and intellectual.

"I

speak therefore

I am." Yet

the witnesses all testifu to hearing an exchange, to hearing voices in angry contention.
Surely if one of the speakers was an animal, they would have been able to discem
animal sounds, grunts, whines, yelps. And even if we do allow that the crirne itself
bears all the marks of an animal (does it?), why must it be an ourang-outang from

Borneo? This biza¡re conclusion is not logical given the information provided.
The number of languages spoken in the world is many times greater than those
represented by the witnesses. It therefore cannot be concluded \¡rith any certainty that

38

See also Ed White's discussion of the Dupin's dismissal of Asiatics and Africans, I03; and LÍpit's
philosophical discussion on the killer's nationality, 787-789, etc-
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the second individual is not speaking a language never before heard by any ofthe

witnesses. Although, as many critics note, talking about the number of foreigners lends

Dupin's argument amathematical appeal, it has no basis in logic. The number of
foreigners in Paris has no bearing on who the speaker is or is not, since it only requires
one individual speaking that language to be in Paris-

Dupin discusses two clues in great detail with the narrator,

a

tuft of tawny hair

and a sketch of the mmks on the daughter's throat. It is never explained when Dupin
had the opportunity to pry the hair frorn Madame L'Espanaye's fingers, or to trace the

bruises on the daughter's neck without the narrator's knowledge. When they gained
access to Madame L'Espanaye's house after the murders, the narratof SayS,

scrutinized every thing

"Dupin

- not excepting the bodies of the victirns. We then went into the

other rooms, and in the yard; a gendarme acÆompanying us throughout." While Dupin

'scrutinized' everything, there is no indication that he actually touched anything,
scrutiny conveying a sense of looking but not touching, of "careful examination or
study: a critical sustained look."3e And since they were accompanied by a policeman the

whole time, Dupin would not have been able to touch, pry, trace, or sketch without the
policeman noticing

it.

Either Dupin did not find these "clues" at the house, or he had

visited the house on some other occasion.
As for the paper copy of the bruises on the dauglrter's throat, Dupin describes
as a

it

"little sketch I have here traced upon this paper. ltis afoc-simile drawtng of what

has been described in one portion of the testimony"

(115). Dupin does not say that he

actually traced the marks on the daughter's body. He simply says that it is a'fac-

simlie',
3e

a copy

of what was described. There are only words heÍe, adescription and a

The American Heritage ÐicÍionury of the Englßh Language
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facsimile, no actual body. It is ludicrous that fiom this "little sketch", without any
certain basis in facg one could deduce thaf without a doubt they were the marks of an
ourang-outang's hand.
There is no body in his sketching. For some reason I am reminded of wily
Odysseus telling

Poþhemus his name is Nobody, then blinding the one-eyed giant and

escaping from his rnurderous rage by hangrng onto a ra¡n.n0 Odysseus r¡ses the animal

body as a tool, as a prosthetic device. The wily Greek riding the underbelly of the ram,

exulting in using his wits to outsmart the

Cycþs -

represents the clever uran and the

animal body in a sort of synobiotic relationship. Man is master of the animal and the
animal body, not the other way around (like the blinded and blubbering phallic one-eyed

Cyclops)- I a¡n not sure how this connected to Dupin's "little sketch", but with all the
references to heads and stamens and bodies, it may be an oblique reference to the

relationship between the nanator and Dupin. One is the 'dumb' body, one is the clever

wily duplicitous and well-spoken man.
Throughout the discussion of the hair and sketch, Dupin is focused on the
mechanics of how the crime occurred, rather than the crime itself. The narrator, in

contrast appears to be deeply affected. He feels a "creeping of the flesh" as he exclaims
that a madman must have o'done this deed", and he is "completely unnerved" by the hair.
The narrator exclaims "this is no human hair" (115). In the murderous grip around the
daughter's throat he insists, "is the mark of no huma¡r hand" (116). The narrator cannot
believe or does not want to believe that this crime cor¡ld have been committed by a
norrnal human being. It must have been "some ruving lunatic", or some animal tltat did

40

rc'Ot.r,

of the cave came Poþhemus' great voice in reply: "O my friends, it's Nobody's freachery, no
violence, that is doing me to death."' Homer, The Odyssøy, l5O-
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this tenible thing. Is this an example of the narrator attempting to deny what is, hoping
to prove the opposite?
In further discussing his liule sketch, Ðupin does a curious thing. He trges the
narrator to place his fingers on the paper facsirnile of the irnpressions. When the
narrator is not able to, he says, "'þJere is a billet of wood, the circumference of which is
about that of the throat. V/rap the drawing around
(116).41 How odd that they happen to have a

it and try the experiment again."'

billet of wood in their apartunents. Dupin

encorüages the narrator to compare his hand to the markings of what he says is the trace

of the rnurderer's hand. Then he urges the narrator to hold the billet of wood,

mimicking the murderer's death gnp. In this way, Dupin is either inadvertently or
intentionally connecting the narrator to the crime. The fact that they happen to have a

billet of wood in their aparfments is also curious and suggestive, despite'The fine
mechanics of rnurder-by-orangutan,"Q thatDupin læer delineates- \Vhile the na¡rator
wants to distance himself from the crime, exclainring that it must have been the actions

of a madman or an animal, Dupin keeps drawing the narrator closer to the violence.
Dupin notes that the "paper is spread out upon a plane surface; but the human
throat is cylindrical" (116). He juxtaposes an abstract consideration of the crime over
the physical reatity of a human body, discussing the strangulation of Camille

L'Espanaye without feeling, coolly detached it seems from the grisly reahty of the

crime. The distinction between body and mind in this passage revolves around the
contrast between the flat plane of the paper and the geometrical three-dimensionality

of

o' The New
@ord Dictionøry of Engliså cites two definitions of billet. The first is a noun, "a place,
especially a civilian's house, where soldiers are lodged temporarily"; or a verb, "lodge (soldiers) in a
p-articular place, especially a civilian's house." The second definition is "a thick piece of wood."
o'Lrmdu Walsh, "What
is a Hoax?: Redefining Poe's Jeux d'Esprit andlHis Retaiionship to His
Readershþ," 116.
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the

body. Poe seems to be playing with the idea of papera3 and its various cultural

as an interrnediary befween human beings and

uses

their conscious and unconscious selves.

In this sense, paper is a sort of screen on which people can project their ideas and
thoughts by using words and irnages. But paper, with its writæn words and drawn
images, can also be a shield (displaying the gorgon?), away to deflect, to conceal the
irurer self, to screen out that which we don't or can't allow ourselves to

know. Paper in

this sense, then also becomes a way to both say and not say, to both show and not show.
To preen oneself with the act of disclosure, to attempt to include without actually

including, without actualtry coming faceto face with the thing disclosed, or without
having to take responsibility for the thing done, or the thing that one is- The narrator,
grips the wooden club, the billet
quarters"

-

-

with its secondary meaning of "lodging" or "assigned

he grips the murder weapon but is protected &om direct contøict, inoculated

from it and from the brutal act of murder, by the intervention of paper

- by Dupin's little

sketch. A "little sketch" of course could also refer to a skit, a scene, a revue or a brief

story.

So, the story slips

in and runs interference between the thought or impression of a

thing, and the blunt force, the deadly truth of it.

It is and is not. Things both are and

are not.

The na¡rator however, denies that the marks in the sketch are those of a human

hand. Then rigbt on cue, and as directed by Ðupin, the narrator reads apassage from
Cuvier that apparently describes the large stature and ferocious nature of an ourangoutang. The nanator immediately assumes that this beast must have committed the
murders. The conclusions about the hand and the hair are given substance by the
"detective's invocation of the authority of science to produce these conclusions" which
o3

For an indepth review of Poe and paper, see Kevin Mclaughlin's'Iust Fooling: Paper, Money, Poe"
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in turn "may ...be read as an elaborate narrative screen to justifu his anival at a political
conclusion -ata'fac-simile

'of the truth" (Thomas,47). Although invoking Cuvier

does lend some scientific credence to the preposterous story that an escaped ourang-

outang committed these murders, in fact, Cuvier's real text on ourang-outangs bears no
resemblance to the narrator's description.

A carefi¡l re-reading of this

passage reveals

that when it came to the ferocious details of the ourang-outang,the narrator doesn't refer

to Cuvier but rather says that these properties are "sufficientþ well known to all"

!rc)M.

More misdirection

-

lies concealed by the subtle folds of narafive. Regardless,

now that a particular animal has been identified, named and blamed for the crime

-

now,

only now, can the na:rator finally appreciate the "fullhorrors" of the murders.
When Dupin considers the puzzle of how the murderer or murderers escaped

from the locked rooûr, he notes that the, "police have laid bare the floor, the ceilings,
and the masonry of the walls, in every direction. No secret issues could have escaped

their vigilance. But, not trusting to their eyes, I examined with my own. There were
thery no secret issues" (1 10). From this, Dupin concludes that the perpetrators must
have escaped through one of the two windows. Yet while this conclusion is reasonable,

it is not certain, fbr until a secret issue is discovered, it cannot be known. There is
always the possibility that some concealed door exists but has not yet been discovered.

But I am distracted by his use of the teÍm"secrel issues". Dupin repeats the
phrase

twice. I tum it over and think about private matters coming out into the open.

Dupin must reassure himself that that there are no secret issues in the room. I think
about the physician visiting eight or ten times, and the abuse of the premises that

4 John Bryant notes that a popular and recurring carnival act at this time involved

an actor dresse.d up like

anapeQ9).
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Madame L'Espanaye would not tolerate. Dupin describes the examination of the
chimneys which'tr¡rill not adrnit, thloughout their extenf the body of a large cat". I am
reminded of Poe's story,

*The Black Caf'
and wonder if this is a reference to one of the

women. I do not know. I am not sure what it all means. Perhaps it means nothing, all
red herrings and misdirection.
The rnore I consider the surfeit of details in this story that have been left

unexplored and unanswered, the more dissatisfied I become with the pat answer that the
animal did

it. The ourang-outang

is beginning to look like a scapegoat. We are

-

expected to believe that the ourang-outang was kept in a closet, but my first thought is
a hopelessly female one

doing its business"?

I confess, yet one I cannot suppress - where is this anirnal "

'Who

is cleaning up after him, and doesn't it smell? Despite the

documented intelligence of primates, I find it difficult to believe that an ourang-outang

would crouch down and peer through a key hole to watch its master sbaving in a mirror.
Or that breaking free, its first impulse would be to sit in front of a mirror and lather up
its face so it can mimic its master's shaving habits. Why would it want to shave? Why
at the moment of freedorn, would the animal's first impulse be to mimic its master?

"Shaving," as Shawn Rosenheim points out, "codes the body as a part of culture, not
nature" (170).
John Bryant notes without irony that "we love apes" (29), andhe provides details

on a cornmon act seen in camivals and revues in Europe and North America in the first

half of the nineteenth century. Jane R. Goodall also provides details on "Jocko" and
other monkey-men entertainers (Goodall 50-55). An actor or highly skilled acrobat

would dress in the costume of an ape or ourang-outang and put on a show. One of the
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more popular skits was where the actor dressed like an ape entertained the audience by
behaving like a marl, "with its air of gravity and gentility" (Bryant 29)- As Bryant points
out, Poe's "readers could not fail to connect his rnurderous Ourang-Outang in "Rue

Morgue" with Jocko" (Bryant 30).
No, despite the textual "fact'that the story of the ourang-outang was apparently
accepted by the police

were

-

nay, not just accepted but swallowed hook line and sinker, as

- this passage has all the markings

it

of pure metaphor. The hairy naked beast in the

closet, of which men, and lvomen too, are deeply ashamed, is one that we all secretly
fearas. It represents that part of us that threatens to break free of our (rigld) self-control,
act out impulsively and behave in

cultwally unacceptable ways. Its unpredictability, its

unsanctioned shamefirl disgusting and potentially violent behaviour terrifies and

horrifies us. The animat in us, separated from the huma¡r part, rejected and suppressed,
wants out of that closet. Like a Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde syndrome, it spies on us and
plots and plans; it covets our freedom; it yeams to be free of its restraints, to rnove and
act in the social world beyond the walls and windows of the private

self. But, no, in the

surface story, we are to ignore the metaphor and accept the ourang-outang in the closet,

in the chair lathered with shaving cream, in the bedroom of the women, wielding the
Íazot) enraged and vengefrrl, ashamed and fearfrrl, self-conscious at being se€n

- \¡re are

to accept this as literal truth.
We are told that the ourang-outang watched his master shaving, yet the sailor is
described as "more than half hidden by whisker or mustachio" (118). How can the

sailor have so much facial hair

ifjust a few days before, the ape was watching him

45

Lippit observes that "all human beings, like the L'Espanayes of Rue Morgue, a¡e vulnerable to the
sudden appearance of animals" 819.
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shave? As Loisa Nygaard notes, "[t]his hirsute individual could not possibly have sat
before a mirror razor in hand and

"åilly lathered" at any recent

date"

(242). Is the sailor

wearing a false beard? Is he attempting to disguise and conceal his appearance? Was he
shaving some other part of his body?
Despite discrepancies in the sailor's story, the offircial finding is that an ourangoutang has killed the women. In his essay, "Afterthoughts on the Animal Vy'orld," Akira

Mrtnftal-ippit contemplates the moral and philosophical quandary that results from this
conclusion:

But can an orangutan or any other animal be considered a criminal, be forced to
take responsibility for its actions in the human world? Perhaps there has been no
crime at the house on Rue Morgue, after all - only death. [...] Animals do not
inhabit the philosophical world projected and anirnated by human beings.
Accordingly, as the case unfolds, the crime itself disappears: the criminal
trespass dissolves into a series of accidental encounters between two women and
an ape - an arbitrary slaying of two human beings by an animal. Thus, despite
ttre suggestion of,a perverse psychopathology at work in the grotesque killings,
Poe's death scene reverts back into the flow of "everyday life," everyday
savagery- there are in the end, no monsters, only animals (787).

An ourang-outang, like all ani¡a¿15, is not capable of making moral decisions. It cannot
be held responsible for its actions as

it acts violently, without motive, and without

understanding the repercussions of its actions. If we accept this, then logically speaking,
the ourang-outang could not and so did not commit murder. Since

it could not commit a

crime, then no crime has been committed in the taking of the women's lives. No crime
has occurred. Murder has not been

committed. Although this is not stated outright in the

story, once the perpetrator has been identified as an ourang-outang, no other comment is
offered regarding the deaths of the women. The story ends quickly with a brief
reference to the sailor catching the ourang-outang and selling

it to a zoo. The story ends

with Dupin talking in riddles about him winning and the Prefect losing. The story ends
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with

a French quote, ending,

in a way, with baffling silence. It ends with not being able

to readwithout resorting to a translation of the foreign rnarks. Instead of

a neat

summarizing statement wrapping the story into a com-portable package, we have one

final riddle.
It's not neat. This silent dismissal of what occurred is the final act of injustice
for the dead women. Just as their lives are reduced to the bleak testirnony of strangers or
the broken artefacts on display for the curious, their murders too are trivialized and

pigeon-holed by those in possession of the so-called "facts". It is as if the murders
the women have fallen into a hole, a no-man's

of

land. ln the public realm, their murders

have been reconciled with a version acceptable to the authorities. Their deaths are the

result of an acciden! a random series of unfortunate circumstances that culminated with
the ourang-outang in their bedroorn. So answered the women's mwders are filed away

without further thought or comment- Hands ctrapped and wiped. After all, atthis time,
women were notpersons.
However, on another level, outside or beyond legal reference and recourse, the
murders remain un-solved un-resolved, because the offtcial version does not offer a
satisfactory explanation for all the questions and concerns raised by the text. The very

instability of the text itself, along u/ith its fragmented allusions, is exactly what
challenges and resists the simplistic solution that an animal did
are not alive but

in some sense, they are not dead either

as

it.

The murdered women

their dearhs have not been

marked in public as a crime. Despite the factthat the authorities in the story accept that
ttre women were killed by an escaped ourang-outang,

I am not convinced. Despite the

narrator's assertions that no human did this, the ritualized brutali$ of the murders bears
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all the marks of human agency not animal. Here again is a split in the narrative between
what is propounded as the official'ttruth", the factual solution to the mystery, and what
is felt or sensed to be true and not true. We cannot find closure for the murdered women

without learning the details of their lives, without answering the questions raised by the
contradictions in the witness reports, or the prevarications in the text. To be satisfied,
we would have to reconcile the story of an ape with behaviour that is rnore fitting to a
human than an animal. V/ithout this closure, the women, though murdered and

mutilated, in some other sense lie dormant, strangely un-dead with the potential to
reanimate.

Ending
Just as the title did not at first sit right with me, neither does the ending.

Norrnally, a central cha¡acter's final remarks serve to tie up loose ends, summarize the
action, or deliver a moral. But in The Murders in the Rue Morgue, Dupin's final
comments do none of these things. Given his often stiffand abstract rnanner? the shift to
metaphorical language is disconcerting. Up until now, metaphorical meaning has been

consistentþ ignored, devalued, or undermined. So when Dupin talks abor¡t stamens,
head, bodies, codfish and the Goddess

Lavern1l

am not sure what to make

of,it. He is

surprisingly and uncharacteristically anirnated, hooting gleefrrlly about a supposed
triumph over the Prefect. "Let him talk," Ðupin says, in reference to the Prefect's
sarcastic comments. "Let him discourse;

it ïvill

ease his conscience"

{122). Given

Dupin's successively voluble remarks, and following in the pattern of concealing the
truth in misdirection, this line can also be read as Dupin giving himself permission to

talk. Yet what is he talking about? On the surfäce, he's referring to a rivaþ between
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him and the Prefect, one that had not previously been apparent nor had formed arìy part
of the main story. Dupin ends with this assessment:

for, in truth, our friend the Prefect is somewhat too cunning to be profound. In
his wisdom is no stamen. It is all head and no body, like the pictures of the
Goddess Lavema, - or, atbest, all head and shoulders, like a codfish. But he is a
good creature after all. I like him especially for one master stroke of cant, by
which he has attained his reputation for ingenuity, I mean the way he has "de
nier ce qui est, et d'expliquer ce qui n'est pas."
The meaning of the story's final statement is folded into a French quote from
Rousseau's Julie, or the New Eloise.a6 At the end of a story, after the so-called mystery
has been solved and a quick denouement is expected, few readers or critics have taken

the time to translate and ponder the cryptic fi¡saning of a French quote.

After translation, it tums out that Dupin is saying that the Prefect "denies what is,
and explains what is not.'47 This comment leaves me puzzled. In what way does the

Prefect do this? He has had only a marginal involvement in the story until this point.

Why should his failings or shortcomings form the focus of the concluding remarks? The
surface story, taken atface value, does not provide the tools or references to understand

what Dupin means. Here in ttre last few lines, we are suddenly given infonr,ration that
refers to an aspect of the story we do not know about. It leaves me as a reader with a
sense of uncertainty, that somehow this tale is not finished, and that

I have missed

something pivotal to the story.

I attempt to make sense of this declaration that ttre Prefrct

denies what is and

explains what is not. I try to test the statement by recalling the part played by the

*

The full title of Rousseau's novel is Juliq orthe New Heloise: Letters of Two Lovers Who Live in a
Small Town at the Foot of the Alps. Is it a coincidence that Poe included a quote from a epistolary novel
referencing letters between lovers, in a trilogy of stories that themselves contain oblique references to
lovers and letters?
o7

Vanl.eer, Notes, Selected Tsles,33l.
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Prefect, what he denied and what he explained. I can find no correlative evidence. I am
met with a void. There is no information in the na.rrative on what the Prefect denied or

explained. When it comes to the Prefect and the official actions taken in the story, we
have the detail that the police imprisoned Adolphe Le

Bon. Le Bon was apparently

arested because he delivered the gold to the women, and to the police that suggested a
motive for murder. Is this minor event enough for us as readers to accept that the
Prefect denies what is and proves what is not?

Doesn't Dupin's boast contradict his own words? Isn't Dupin's success in resolving the mystery an absolute demonstration that the Prefect in fact did not prove

anything? Indeed, if we continue to search for something in the story to support Dupin's
statement we find instead that it is only the character of Dupin who explains? proves,
deduces, denies and disproves. There is only what Dupin tells us.

There are at least two responses to this dilemma. We can assume that Dupin is
responding out of some personal knowledge that has not been shared with the reader.
Such a position requires information outside of the text and thus situates the reader in an

uncomfortably powerless position, without the necessary knowledge to fonn an
independent judgment.

It leaves us reliant upon Dupin's authority and integrity

sole means to and proponent of narrative

as the

'truth'. But is the character reliable? And

wasn't our independence as critical readers assailed from the very beginning of this
story, when the narrator takes on the authority not only of a storyteller but a-lso as an
academic presenting atreatise on game playing?

If

as readers, we have

allowed the

narrator and Dupin to go unchallenged in their asserfions, then by the end of the story,
we would not likely be paying very close attention to peculiar things Dupin is saying.
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On some level, though, are we actually choosing to blindly rely on Dupin as the measure

of accuracy and reliability? Are we somehow wilfully and purposely abnegating ow
responsibility as readers? Martin Priestman says that, in fact, "we are being taught to
feel for a different order of meaning, where 'direct' access to metaphorical depth is
replaced by our willing acceptance of the horizontal metonymic surface of the narrative"

(49). If we

agree to this

"prohibition of depth, or profundity," as Priestman names it,

then are we not acquiescing to a sort of constructed chaos as part of the noÍn, as part

of

our everyday life, everyday savagery

it

-

this norm where women can be murdered and

is not a crime? fn our rush to the end, to the final solution, do we cling to the stance that

anything beyond the linear surface route mapped out for us is impenetrable, is chaos?
Because otherwise we would have to take time, precious time, we would have to pause,

we would have to s\ryerve offtrack, risk not knowing, question; we would have to look,
and prepare owselves to see, to face that chaos that threatens. It is easier to be led than

to lead, easier to be told than to look, easier to be fed than to hunt. What? Are we
animal, or are we human? Or, are the two exclusive?
He denies what is and proves what is not. There is another way to view this lack

of support for a thing said. If we ascept thæ the closing statement of a story carries with

it its own authority and conveys some central truth revealed by the narrative, then we
must acknowledge one final riddle for us to solve. The French quote identifies a gap in
our knowledge and suggests a complexity that Dupin's explanation has tried to conceal.
Based onthe story, the only character who denies and explains is

Dupin. If we apply the

statement to Dupin and his actions, then he is the character that denies what is and

explains what is not. Suddenly, atthe very closing of the story, we are turned inside out
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and thrown back in to what is now, what must be, a deliberately crafted double narrative.
Instead of an insult directed at an unimaginative Prefect, the quote becomes a veiled but

gleeful boast of victory over us all. Dupin has successfrrlly denied what is and proven
what is not. And he has passed his deception offas truth. By framing the comment in
such a manner, Dupin can, in an underhanded way, point to the truth without saying it.

His boast is both a reference and a map to some ottrer narrative, veiled and hidden
beneath the offrcial story.

It is like

a medieval

hunt for the Holy Grail; it is like the impossible tasks in any

folk tale; we must face challenges in the forest and pass the tests set for us before we carl
gain wisdom and find the treasure. What is it that Dupin has denied? What is the lie he
has proven by offering

-

in form if not in substance, an apparently reasonable and

logical solution? Most importantly, what are his motives in doing this, and how does the
narrator figure in this lie? Terry J. Martin also believes that it is clearly Dupin,.who
denies what is and explains what is

nof

in the story. Although Dupin's final comments

are "intended to criticize the Prefect's analyticat faults, they ironically reveal only

Dupin's instead." The closing remark "is especially ironic sincæ the Prefect has neither
denied nor explained anything in the course of the
denies what is and explains what is

tale! It

is rather Dupin himself who

not."(42). Martin believes tåat poe,s agenda

1þl6rrghout the story is to tmdennine Dupin's claims to analytical and rational

superiority. The closing of the tale intentionally "underscores Dupin's failures to
understand the real nature of the murders" (42).
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Foetic åmsight:

å-Ees

Told Abo¡,¡t the Body

These curiosities of the narrative are thrown into greater relief, and given a

higher consequence, by the fact that the text itself displays all the markings of careful

craftsmanship. Thaf is, it displays finely worked details, subtle charactenzation,
classical allusions, and traditional construction. It seems untenable that these details,
this evidence of crafumanship, labour of love intrinsic to the creation of literary art

-

are

to be accepted as "fragments whose originating contexts have no satisfuing or'deep'
meaning in themselves" (Priestrnan 51). It is unbelievable to me that such careful

crafting is to contribute nothing or next to nothing to the storyline and plot. I heard
things in this story: the Sirens' songs are not lies

-

they tell some unthinkable truth,

overwhelm us with an excess of knowledge, but they are not irrelevant. In the back

of

my mind" things moved, something quivered in response to the meaningless noise in
Poe's story, a loose web, tom threads, spiders happily riding the wind. The context may
be in fragments, but a whole can be imagined. Thomas Browne's buried remnants

of

ancient civilizations are not beyond all speculation.
Was I haunted? Possibly, but individually, things about the story came back to
me, returning to poke and

prod. The title is redundant and adolescent. The epigraph is

elusive. The preface is confusing and contradictory. The narrator prevaricates. Dupin
is operating on a private agenda. There is duplicity built into the narrative. There is a
pattern of misdirection, of reversals, of,saying one thing while suggesting the opposite.
There are gaps and absences; trances and lapses. There are mfuror images, prismatic

reflections, doublings and replications. In form, logic and rationalism, argument and
scientific investigation is presented as the basis of truth and reality, and showingly
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displayed as the desired state. In fact, though, illogic abounds.
The irrational and
unreasonable assumptions and conclusions are supported
by rationalistic sounding

arguments' It is not what is said, but how it is said. Anything
said in the right way, with
all the look of reason will be accepted as such. And so it has
been.
Why did Poe choose the city of Paris? Why was the mother
decapitated, why
was her clotted hair thrown on the hearth? Why was the
daughter kneeled upon,

throttled and shoved up the chimney? Guillotine; Medusa; phailus.
what is the
1¡sani¡g of the items in and out of the safe? Why is there a
lightning rod running
outside the women's bedroom window? What is the significance
of the narrator,s run-in

with the fruiterer who carries a basket of apples on his head?
Apple is fruit from the tree
of knowledge. Fruit is firlfillment. Fruit is issue. There are
stones in the cobblestone
strçet and in the small paved courtyard at the back of
Madarne L,Espanaye,s house.

A

jeweller handles and cuts stones. A finely
cut jewel has multiple facets. stereotomy is
stone-cutting. An archaic meaning of stones is 'testicle".48
To be a man, one must have
stones' During the French Revolution, the mob would rip
the stones from the street to
use as weapons

(Irwin "Reading Poe's Mind" 201). The narrator hurt
his ankle when he

tripped on the loose stones- The ourang-outang had a wound
in the foot. oedipus had a
wound in the foot- Achilles had a vulnerable ankle (Priestrnan
45). Dupin,s voice rises

to a treble ("high-pitched, shrill') when he exercises his anal¡ical
ability; the second
speaker speaks in a shrill voice- The sailor looked in through
a window and saw. Dupin

looks in through the windows in men's hearts and sees.
The sailor carries a huge oaken

cudgel' The narrator wïaps his hand around a billet of wood.
The narrator has a
stooping gait; the owang-outang being an ape
a8

will

also have a stooping

gait. The
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narrator and Dupin seem to be mirror images of one another; the sailor and the ourangoutang; Madame L'Espanaye and Mademoiselle Camille L'Espanaye. Priestman says
that Dupin's name "connotes both criminal 'duper' and apelike 'pinetree-dweller' (45).
The narrator and Dupin are reclusive and live alone in the top floor of a house. The two

v/omen are reclusive and live alone in the top floor of a house. The sailor and the
ourang-outang are reclusive and live on an upper floor of a house. Is the top floor of the
house synonymous for the mind? Is that why

it is after all

a bloodless

crime? Despite a

reference to blood in the sailor's story, there is a lack of blood at the scene itself.ae The

thick tresses of grey hair on the hearth belong to the mother. The sailor has a full beard.
The tuft of tawny hair is purported to be that of an animal's. The ourang-outang is hairy

all over' Everybody is shaving or wanting to or talking of

it. Sirens comb the tangles

from their long silky hair as they sing and lure sailors to their destruction. Analysis is a
moral activity that disentangles. Some sources say the Sirens cause gender confusion
because, along with their fish t¿its/tales and female breasts and long flowing hair, they
also have beards.so Achilles was a man who disguised himself as a woman. When he

did so, did he first shave that bearded face?
The women and the lightning rod; I keep coming back to these two things: the
murdered women; the lightning rod. A lightning rod is "ametalrod or wire fixed to an

4

Sylvester Ryan believed it was a mistake on Poe's part that he "failed to record the presence
of blood in
the room where the murders occuned,'(408).
5l
"Early Greek representations of the Si¡ené show them as sexually ambiguous, frequently bearded
figures" Rebecca Comay, "Adorno's Siren Song," 23,ß.
"What the Sirens threatened perhaps above all, was the sexual identíty of those who listened....If their
song was sweet and sensuous - "female". . .- what proved most irresistible to Odysseus
was in fact the
("male") promise of a knowledge so absolute it would rupture thc bonds of ñniæ subjectivity
by assuming
the impossible standpoint of the whole', Comay,23-24.
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exposed part of a building or other tall structure to divert lightning harmlessly into the

ground."sl A diversion, it is something put in place to take the full brunt of the hit.
I think about the laundress cleaning, the porter coming, the doctor visiting, the
money being withdrawn from the bank. Did Madame L'Espanaye know?

I think about the mother unhappy with the abuse of her house. Is this code for
the abuse of her daughter? I think about the eviction of the jeweller. I think about the

affection between mother and daughter. I think about the tobacconist Moreau, his
resentment; his surveillance. I think about Le Bon handing the gold to the daughter;

providing some service to Dupin. I think about the noisy clamorous charge upon
Madame L'Espanaye's house and the men breeching her home, and penetrating into the
inner most private rooms. Is this after or is it before? V/ere there half a dozen or two
dozen? So late at night, what were so rnany doing awake and out on the street? They
heard the screams and within minutes were there. I think about the men on the threshold

unable to go any further, unable to understand the words being spoken on the other side

of the door. I think about the undertaker who did not go up the stairs with them as he
"was apprehensive of the consequences of agitation" (103). I think about the hole in my
hearing and how spoken words sound when I am distracted and not paying attention. I

think about people not knowing what their body is saying.

I think about the women awake late afnight, with the safe open, with the light on
and the window shutters open.

Did the wornen know, and were they preparing? Was it a

sacriflrce? Were they preparing for

a

journey, getting ready to leave? Contradictions and

assertions, duplicitous staternents, misdirections, distractions, concealments;

it is

confirsion. The only thing simple and easy is the ludicrous story of an ape.
tt
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Her head was cut

off. Her hair was thrown

on the hearth. She was tossed out the

window, out of her own house. She was beaten and broken. It was the fall, Dupin said,
her body broken by the stones in the small paved yard.
The daughter had swooned. She posed no threat. She was throttled nonetheless,
deliberately silenced, her tongue bitten through. But more, she had been kneeled upon
there was a bruise on the pit of her stomach (104)

-

-

someone had kneeled on her, had

leaned over her, not a succubus but an incubus, a he there in her final moments to
breathe in her last breath, suck out, suck in, possess her

spirit. No woman did this, a he

in the house of mother, in the disguise of a her. Then as a weapon, a rigid "medusa-

fied" phallic body, the daughter's body is transformed and used to assault the matemal
home, to stop up the feminine chatter, to block the watery threatening disruptive
feelings; keep the outside out and the inside locked firmly in.
The drawers rifled

- by whom? Dayan says we "follow fall of Poe's] narrators'

frantic searches through drawers, closets, and other circumscribed spaces" ("Poe's
'Women"

10). Follow them where? The items left on the floor in the room

-

of what

significance were they? The papers and old letters in the safe hidden beneath the
mattress (99) are insignificant to the men who charged into the room. What were they?
.What

do they tell?

I think about the window. I think about the lightning rod, and the sailor
perilously hanging there. I think about the dirty greasy ribbon, something feminine,
something maseuline. I think about the ape looking over the head of the bed and seeing
the face of the sailor as if lookin g at a family portrait, as

if looking in a mirror, and then

falling into another frenzyl
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It is unanswerable, and I think about it no more.
But this thing that happened, the murders of the womeq it takes on a force of its

own. It feels like the only true thing in this story. It breaks offfrom the narrative, and in
my mind, in my imagination, suspends itself to one side, a sphere of energy. I know this
sounds odd.

Then, when I do re-read the story one more time, I am struck with a powerful

intuitive insight that at first defied explication. As if struck by lightning, as if blinded by
light,

as

if waking from

a dream yet

still feeling its powerfi.rl effects, I both know but

cannot explain what I know. I both see and tmderstand, but cannot see to speak. I
struggle to convey what it is I think I know. Each word is work and seems momentous.
There Are Lies Being Told About the Body in This Story.

I know this with absolute conviction. In this story, lies

are being

told about the

body.

*
Now these words seem ordinary and inadequate. At the time, I struggled to
make sense of the poetical assertion, and connect it to reasoned arguments and rational

conclusions. I tried to convert the language, tried to apply logic, tried to shift the
referential structure. I tried to patch together the fragments of insights gamered from the

critics. None of it worked. Resistance reigned. The intuitive insight was an isolated
untouchable phenomenon, an imrption from the watery subterranean depths of the

unconscious. "There are lies being told about the body in this story." A grft perhaps,
but from acntical perspective, this is the final disconnect: a collapse into poetical
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language. "I"/falls into chaos when facing'þoetry's function as witness" (Rich Whst is
Found There 232).
Chasing tangled thoughted threads, I run the labyrinthine pathways curling

variously around the na:rator and his relationship to himself, to storytelling, to animals,
to women and all things feminine, and to the mystery of being. When I trace these to the

final source, I discover, unexpectedly,

a

pocket of profound loss and deep unremitting

grief; fracture at the heart of the story; fracture in the heart of humankind - but anchored
in a historical moment of time. With great subtlety and genius, against the background
of complex insights into society's values and assumptions, Poe put two very powerfirl
forces into play: resistance and disclosure. But it is the temain in between that swells

with mearring. In this, the reader has more than a passive role to play.
Despite the assumption of reasoned logic, the abandoned metaphors in this story
sing out to the imagination like sirens posed on jagged rocks combing their long flowing
locks of hair. The hair itself is a sensual extension of the seductive voice; the body itself
sings; there are no divisions only a paradox. Its mysteries

it keeps to itself locked into

its knotted matted tangled hair.

Much care and great work is required to undertake the moral activity

of

disentangling...

Critlca! Response
At first it is disconcerting surveying the critical responses to Poe. Opinions are
often polarized with critics occasionally quoting the same passages to support

diametrically opposed views. Poe, I find, is thought variously to be a supporter

of

slavery, a commentator on the complexity of race in American history, a misogynist, a
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feminist, a brilliant innovator, a gifted, detail-oriented researcher, a careless narrator, an
occasional plagiaris! apervert, a hoaxer, a failure, a brilliant satirist. At times the critics
and theorists are more focused on analysing Poe and his

life than on exploring the ideas

expressed in his writings @onaparte, as quoted in Stockholder). At the other end of the

spectrum, his tales are used as a basis for theorists to abstract ideas on the question

of

being and non-being (Lacan, Derrida Johnson, et al). Terrence Whalen concedes that

'þsychoanalysis...tempted even meticulous liærary historians to value psychic over
social reality" and quotes as an example F. O. Matthiessen's "mattetr-of-fact references

to [Poe'sJ deep psychological insecurity and oven¡nouglrt nervous system"'(Whalen
3S2). John Bryant calls Poe "pathological" (Bryant 20), his characters "bizanely
cartoonish" (19), and suggests that it would be a relief to all if only Poe could be erased
from the annals of American literature all together (17

).

On the other hand, John

Hughes wryly observes that "Poe's fämous disparagers...like Harold Bloom, Henry
James, or T. S. Eliot, never seem more haunted by Poe than when they attempt...to

expel him to some remote spot in literary history, or some supposedly superseded phase

of psychosexual developmenf ' (Hughes 20).
Although Poe was respected and taken seriously during his lifetime, he was not
without controversy even then. He was considered by some to be brilliant but ahead

of

his time, arevolutionary @ayan, "'Women and Poe" 3). Ken Egan Jr. noted that "Poe

wrote with a zealot's conviction against the dorninant values of his culfur€" (187). In
documenting the shifting opinions over the years,

'Whalen

finds that Poe has been

variously described as a'oromantic outcasf', "an opium-uazeÅ visionary", and an
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"aesthete craftsman" (382). Original, innovative, well-read, but daunting in his

criticism, his works palanze readers and critics alike both then and now.
For Poe, all dogmatic positions resemble one another in that those holding such
reductive, single-minded beliefs are violently opposed to any but their own view. He on
the other hand, ¿ìssumes dogmatic positions in order to undermine them with "the seeds

of [their] own negation" (Sammarcelli 14). Poe sees profotrnd complexity where others
assume

simplicity. Whaf appe¿ìrs to be simple or superficial in Poe, when probed,

invariably opens up into a multi-valent and multi-variant structure. This thoughtful
complexity eams Poe a degree of respect as well as a reputation of being philosophical,
but the double structure of his naratives also mystiff readers and critics. Many take his
tales at face value, resisting and disregarding any complex or deep meaning. Emerson
calls him a'Jingo man." Kaplan calls him a"hoaxer" and "dissembler" (qtd. in Hughes

23). JoanDayan
despised

sees the

irony in this, since Poe's astute mimicry of the "faults he

[...] resulted in brilliant misreadings of his prose"

(Daya.n, Fables

8).

Jonathan

Auerbach likewise observes that the two main groups of Poe critics "taken together,
recapitulate the duplicity of Poe's own fiction" (Auerbach 24).

As I survey the abundance of critical and theoretical commentary on Poe, I feel a
moment of panic, the terror of confusion at the seemingly unending welling

of

inforsration;sz an alarrn at the endless possibilities; a fear of being overwhelmed by
circumstantiaUsuperficial observations. For while it all speaks to this or that aspect
Poe, of Poe's life, of Poe's experiences, of Poe's circumstances, of Poe's writing

-

of

none

of it speaks to the heart of the matter. For I believe and I know, there are lies being told
5t

Martin Prieshnan traces the fear of not being able to 'read' or make sense of fragmented narratives
the fear of being overwhelmed by information (4243).

-

to
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in this story. Bald-face lies. And because, of all things, I believe firstly in the story, and
that [God?] is in the story, I find there a¡rd only there, the meaning for all else. Unlike
John Bryant who declares "[wJe æemade to be the fbol" (20); Shawn Rosenheim who
observes

that'their attention solicited by

an unworthy narrative dilemm4 [readers] frnd

that the real crime has been practiced on their own sensibility" (153); or LoisaNygmrd

who rather testily asserts that "fr]eaders have learned that they cannot trust Poe...that the
problem with Poe's work goes beyond the unreliable na¡rator to the unreliable author"

(223),I do not believe it is Poe who is lying or dissernbling. Nor like

so many (Thomas;

Whelan; Rosenheim; Hanowitz,eE.), do I conftse Poe with the characters he writes.
do not believe that Poe writes the stories for his own amusemenl to simply play

I

with

readers (Bryant), or to play with language for the purpose of abstraction (Sarnmarcelli

l7). I do not believe Poe is usi.g

the story to work out personal demons, to assuage his

ego, or to flex his intellectual muscle. These motivations may or may not form part

of

Poe's impulse to write, but they are not the central driving force. But nor do I take Poe
at face value. Rather I distrust him in the way

I would be wary of a trickster figure.

Things are not as they seem. Meanings will come into focus only afterthe riddles of the

text have been answered.

I could write

essays on each

discuss, concede, agree

-

ofthe critical positions, prove aad disprove, support,

but it is not possible to engage them all here.

All

these

circumspect critical and theoretical positions are so many sirens lounging on rocky
shores, tempting me

offcourse. Just because I am a \Ã/oman does not mean I am not

human and do not also want to know, want to hear what they say in their song. As they
comb their lovely hair looking over their shoulders at me,Iimagjme dreams of perfect
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possibilities

-

instead of messy un-lovely imperfect wrenching retehing struggling work

to be done nou/, completed now. The sirens

-

I warn and sound the alarm, the sirens are

distractions. And the narrator, oh, he has aptly distracted us all with his eonvoluted
discussions of analysis, calcula.tion, and games.

The surface text is straight and disregardirg, u lean mean gleaming arrow-like
machine, honed to a point and slicing through muck and rness to a quick and clean
ending.53 Whereas me, whereas this subtext I'rn chasing is a spinning top, a ball of yarn
rollingsa, spooling out in every direction, spiralling around me, never to be gathered into
a woven

whole.. How do I pull and thread and mend into a linear logical sensible

argumen! voices in contention, expostulating and utûering amidst sounds of a
struggle...?
Hollowed out bodies, carrying cases, portrnanteaus; the feminine self bracketed,
indentured to aparasitic ideology robbing us of freedom: to question, to imagine;

robbing us of flesh and blood and bone, cleaning up mess and muck, making us efficient

- rhetorical - machines.
Linda V/alsh notices that in Poe's hoaxes (such as the "Hans Phaall
the "Balloon Hoax"), he "reveals a consciousness of the machine as

- A Tale" or

atext." Walsh

offers for consideration Cecilia Tichi's theory that a "hoax can be viewed as a rhetorical
machine along the lines of the energy-transforming, gears-and-girders technology that

t'

"The scenario of detection is...a product of the 'commodification of narrative' thattakes place in the
consumer culture of late capitalism." The detective narrative seen at play in Sophocles' Oedipus.Rex is at
this time, "Fansformed into a linear Fajectory consisting of a succession of interdependent events which
culminate in a solution. Within what Frederic Jameson refers to as the "instrumentalized culture" of
modern mass socief, popular literature, like all other phenomena, becomes an instrument which facilitates
own consumption." John Belton, "Language, Oedipus, and Chinatown," 934.
!t¡
54
In a "Clew to a CIue: Locked Rooms ana fuUytinttri itt po" and Borges," John T. kwin discovers that
the definition of the word "clew" is "'a ball of thread or yam; in Greek legend, a tfuead was used by
Theseus as a guide out of the labyrinth;...something that leads out of fhe maz€.-.or helps solve a problem:
in this sense generally spelled clue"'(140).
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charactenzed mid-19ú century industry" (1 16). The reader of a hoax lends their own

energy to and participates in the building and operation of the rhetorical machine by
accepting what is propounded at face value without holding it up to acritícal scrutiny.
They accept whatever premise is offere{ support it and help move it along to its often

ludicrous conclusion. Along with the author, they become a "sort of co-engineer" of this

writerly rhetorical machine. When their assumptions are revealed as false, they are
forced to acknowledge that they've been hoaxed, in part because of their own

gullibility. By "using words to expose

of

the machine illusion," Poe "convicts the reader

helping to build the illusion simply by believing in

if'

(Walsh, 116).

Martin Priestuan notices athematic propensity for fragmentation in Poe's short
fiction (42),what he refers to a.s"disjecta membra"

-

the body dissected and cut into

pieces. Fragmentation and the meaninglessness of,the subtext are symptoms of a

struchral shift frorn depth or complex multi-layered metaphorical meaning, to a surface
meaning which is determined metonymically and relies on sequential linear movement

(50).tt ln Poe's detective

stories, the anxiety over reading and understanding

disconnected fragments is allayed by a shift in the structure that reformats the isolated
pieces of infonnation into clues. He concludes that the 'ofragments...have no satisffing

or 'deep' meaning in themselves, but only

as they

provide stepping stones to the next

fragment and contexf' (51). Since the focus has now shifted to investigating the crime
and who has committed it, only those fragments that help solve the rnystery are

important. All other information is simply distraction, "the bulk of the pages becoming
5t

shawn Rosenheim also sees detective stories as representing a shift in popular literature, from metaphor
to metonymy, and incorporating an inner tension between the two impulses to understanding. On the one
hand we a¡e træsfixed by the murdered bodies, by the physical enactment of violence. On the other, we
want to follow the causal links to a fi.rll explication of the crime and a simple solution to the mystery (162-

t63).
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sheer devalued means to an end.

..- which is itself utterly insignificant" (Belton 935).

This reification and abstraction of narrative, in turn, shifts the story from an emotional
affective telling of events

-

which Prieshnan identified with the exaggerated use

metaphor and the intense focus on effect in Gothic tales

- to an impersonal

of

sequential

rationalistic rendering of what occurred.
Employing the theories of Jameson and Barthes, John Belton explores the impact
of 'oconsumer capitalism" on popular literature and on detective fiction specifically.

Like Priestman and Walsh, he sees the process of uncovering knowledge within the
fictional framework

as undergoing a

radical change at the time that Poe was writing.

There is a fundamental shift in how experience is being related in narrative. The reading

public no longer values fictions of deep symbolic meaning that provide profound
discoveries intrinsically bound to the events within the story. trnstead, the social and
economic conditions of the time lead to a "mechanistic restructuration of the reading
process whereby phenomena are reorganized into fonnulaic categories which reduce the

complexity of the experience" into easily understandable parts and pieces (935).
Likewise, this sarne process also reformats "the enigma or mystery" into a product more
easily "understood and consumed" (936). Thus a mystery is no longer sublime or

personal. It no longer carries within it the potential for chaos, for a face-to-face meeting

with the terrible other. It has become

a

machine. It follows a fonnula, regurgitates old

information as ne% has easily interchangeable component parts, follows a linear map, is
easily consumable without fulI satiation, is easily repeatable, fully knowable, completely

'rational'.
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In "Edgar Allan Poe and the Horrid Laws of Political Economy" Terence
'Whalen

discusses Poe's knowledge of and involvement in the political and economic

conditions at play during his time. With the advent of the penny press and the increase
in traffic between Europe and the l-lnited States, the public was awash in information of
every type, produced both at home and abroad. The sheer amount of reading material
was overwhelming for a public that had few or no skills to evaluate the various books,

tracts, pamphlets, newspapers, leaflets and magazines at their disposal- Little distinction
was made between science, pseudo-science, literafure, advertisement medical tracts,

news stories, Ix,ems, or jingles. All printed materials lryere soon seen as interchangeable,

carrying the same weight with potentially the some value. In this atrrosphere of nonspecific abundance, "truth began to lose its aura" and its sense of deeper meaning. ln
place of profimdity, the "cr¡lture of surfaces" ca.me into vogue (393).

Like Belton, Whalen recognized that the proliferation of printed material meant
that the reading public would need this mass of information re-packaged into smaller
more easily readable, understandable units- trnformation

-

including all literature

-

w¿ts

itself now araw material to be consumed arrd regurgiøted as 'nevy'' literary ouþut.

Writing thus became work, labour, economic production. It became part of the market
economy, and subject to the laws of supply and demand Q92). At fust Poe tried to work

within these economic conditions. He spent less time on poetry and devoted more time
towards writing short tales, thinking that they would appeal to a wider more anonymous

market. However, he slowly came to rcalizn, that the laws and rules of

a

market

economy "governed not only the content but also the very forrn of mental activity"
(3e,41. In the

'þrnicious dominance of capital over literature" (396), uiriting itself
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became devalued.

It was no longer acraft., an art forn with

a

rich history of tradition,

but simply an isolated act of labour. In an atnosphere where machine-produced
products were more highty valued thær individual creations, where a single artwork or
piece of literature could be mass produced and distributed to large numbers of people in

relatively little time

-

Poe rcalized a profound disconnect between the author and his

work-s6 Literary and artistic ouþut was alienated from its originating source. Whalen
beliçves that Poe struggled with the way his culture "reoÍgantz[ed] consciousness,"

reducing acreator of literary work to no rnore than a labourer, leading Poe to observe
that to "coin one's brain into silver, at the nod of a master [..-is...] the hardest task in the

world" {397).
After discussing Poe's fiction and how it demonstrates Poe's shift to a culture of
surfaces, rühalen lists half a dozenexamples from Poe's critical writings where Poe

expressly rejects the culture of surfaces. In these writings, Poe propounds values
(beauty, sympathy, pleasure) that cannot be quanti{ie{ owne{

controlld bought or

sold, and that lie beyond the legal parameters of the political economy. Whalen cannot
reconcile Poe's stance in his non-fiction work with his tales and so perceives Poe's body

of work as an unresolved conüadiction. Although he analyses the complexity of the
tales within the context of economic conditions existent at the time, and believes that
Poe was

fully aware of those conditions, Whalen does not consider the possibility that

Poe may be using irony and parody to very subtly and subversively critique the society

tu

"Once the published word became a commodity to be proliferated endlessly, the joumalist loses control
over his creations and finds the identity he has invested in wdting dispersed and dislocated among the
masses. The writer's sense of inægrify, of an integral self, disinægrates, while his language becomes
"cheapened" in the markeçlace, accessible to all consumers but devalued, cut offfrom the experience
which originally gave itmeaning..." Jonallnn Auerbactr, The Romance of Failure: First Person Fictions
of Poe, Howthorne, and James, 56.
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within which he must also earn his dollar. Unable to reconcile the contradictions,
'Whalen

is left concluding that "poetry is theft" since it is "the rhythmical creation

of

beauty.. .and.. .beauty inherently subverts the proprietary status of literature because

of

itssusceptibilityof'assimilation"'(410). IfitistheftitisafieryonesT. Ideally,poetry
is freedom from constrictive structure. It is beauty and truth. It is the link back to

traditioru history, profundity, unassailable mystery and the multiplicity of meanings. It
is anything but linear; it lives by its metaphors. In a world dictated by the horrid laws

of

the markeþlace, poetry might be the one subversive element that could overhrrn it.
Francoise Sammarcelli observes that the complex metaphorical allusions in Poe's
digressions at first do seem to indicate o'an emergent meaning constructed at a different

level" (14), but in the end only serve to obfuscate and mystifu, only end up "as noise in
the scientific discussion" (15). Given that language is inexact and meaning fluid and
unstable (15), Sammarcelli wonders if "the text [isJ blutr[ing] its way

ouf'or if it is

itself "an entangling machine meant to entrap the reader" (17). She compares Poe's
stories to Barthes' definition of a "writerly

texf'which "calls for

an active reader who

can cope with a low degree of redundancy and who enjoys examining the braid of codes

that make up a text" (17). Yet even when allowing that "The Murders in the Rue

Morgue" may call for a more active reader, Sarnmarcelli does not see anything more to
discem in Poe's text than elaborate language gam€s, without any essential underlying

meaning. However, the story is reduced to ameaningless game only if we agree with
Sammarcelli's assertion, that the "missing narative" doesn't have to do with the

"individual action" of "killing two ladies" but rather "with discovering the practices of

57

Although Prometheus stole fire from the gods to give to man, he also "tried to prevent man from
accepting Zeus' deceptive gift of woman." The woman was Pandora. Evans, 221,204.
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exclusion and bridging the gaps in the history of mathematics and Westem cultures"

(17). Dismissing the violated and murdered women (not ladies) would surely translate
into 'all head and no body'.
Theories of how the social, political and economic conditions aflect Poe's

writing and telling of stories focus understandably on the surface stories, aiming to
explain the shift to a formulaic and mechanistic form of organizing information,
producing knowledge and conveying a story. In most cases, however, the critic goes
beyond attempts 1s un{s¡stend and explain the forms created and employed by Poe, to
assumptions that Poe was actually promoting a culture of surfaces, promoting a

reversion to a machine like literary existence of consuming and regurgitating the same
bits and pieces of information over and over. In all the critical texts, and in general in
seems, the deep meaning in "The Murders in the Rue Morgue" appears to

mystiff, and

lie beyond all comprehension. Any deeper meaning seems bared to them, to us, by the
formal acceptance of the ourang-outang as culprit.
Taboo is incorporated right into the text. Some critics have identified various
aspects of a textual prohibition

full

-

a medusa threat

-

without seeming to understand the

scope of what that means. Ralph J. Poole notes that Poe's tales often "conjure the

unsayable" (244). Priestman, in discussing the split in the text between deep
metaphorical meaning and surface metonymical meaning, recognizes something taboo in
the structure of the story, but he ascribes it to Dupin's influence. 'When Dupin, for
example, says "By undue profundity we perplex and enfeeble thought", Priestman
accepts this statement at face value as a sign that we should not look too closely at what

is going on in the background and underground of this story (a9). V/e are baned from
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considering other meanings or interpretations

-

or at least, Dupin would prevent us from

looking for other meanings. Priestman, though, perceives this prohibition not as a
challenge to read the subtext differently but rather as further evidence of Poe's belief in
the culture of surfaces. He says we are "being taught not to explore" (49), not to look

for deeper meanings and insæad are being encouraged to stay with the surface meanings.
Again, though, is this what Poe is teaching us? Or is this part of Dupin's agenda? This
seems to be another symptom

of slippage between creator and character, a sign of a

persistent tendency in critics to con-fi¡sç the intention of the writer with that of the
character telling the story.
Priestrnan refers to the "vaginal phobia cornmon in Poe's tales" (39) and the

"vagina dentste" (41), which signifies a taboo against looking at the female sex organs.
He also references Marie Bonaparte's interpretation of the murders as the "equivalent

the 'primal scene' of parental intercourse" (Priestman

of

{),thatdire family secret. John

Bryant acknowledges that the reader experiences "a'frmny' sense of violation" (Bryant

35). J. A. Leo Lemay

says the story is suggestive of "strange sexual practices" and

"perverse psychology" (Lemay 172). Several critics (for instance, Belton,Irwin and

Kennedy) acknowledge the structural connection to Sophocles' Oedipus

"Rex

which in

tum encompasses both the incest taboo and the prohibition against searching for origins.
John Belton suggests that

it is woman herself that embodies some sort of dangerous

taboo. He identifies the detective hero as an agent of patriarchy and the female victim

-

who uses language deceitfully, as an aspect of mystery and of the irrational (Belton

939). The hero on one lével must'solve', or sometimes

save the

womarl but on another

level, he is associated with the murderer who isolates and contains the dangerous
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feminine element. Often portrayed as an innocent victim, on another level woman is
associated with the animal, and the criminal who destroys

her. The irational feminine

element threatens the linguistic order and must be controlled and contained

- but not

looked at too closely in case the Medusa, the female genitali4 is suddenly displayed in

all its petriffing force. All these various social fears and anxieties operate to reinforce a
taboo or prohibition against looking at what is happening in the margins and below the
surface of this, Poe's story. It ensures that the reader
resistance and

will

choose the path of least

follow Dupin's lead- However, taboo means tread carefully for you are in

the vicinity of the sacred. This is far from suggesting that the subtext and the extraneous

information is meaningless, pointless, and unimportant. In fact, it suggests quite the
opposite, and only those who have been sanctioned may safely approach the forbidden
inner knowledge.

In comparing story fragments to body parts, Priestman connects the story and
storytelling to the body. I have long been confused about howthe two

-

are connected. PriestÍnan's use of the

-

story and body

tetm"disjecta membra" fascinates me since he

does not talk about the body at all, only about subtextual fragments. This danse macabre

is between body and mind, mind and body

-

and the subtext that runs through [all?]

discourse for hundreds of years seen$ to say that, please, we take a

p¿NS

on said dance.

Take the body, but the mind is ours. Critics and philosophers literally talk about the
body as if it is something else other than ourselves

-

this denial, this denial even when

we talk about the denial, this abstraction,ss this not listening to ourselves when we speak.
Since speaking and looking, comprehending and thinking has been co-opted as human

-

58

In discussing Roderick ûom "The House of Usher," Priestman notes that the protagonist "like Poe
himself, pushes the specific emofions he works with to the verge of abstraction" (38).
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translated, meaning "not animal" and therefore of the mind. I have long recognized an
assumption that writing, too, is of the mind and not animal, not of the body. But

if it is

not of the body, then how can stories of lived lives be told?
Perhaps

I am over simplifuing, and yet it is what I hear and

and over, this confusion and

see around me, over

duplicity. So I ask myself, where does the body come into

play with respect to narratives and storytelling? Are we talking about the physical
paq,er, that

flat papery thinness, that paper that intervenes between the hand and the billet

of firewood? Are we talking about the printed parts of the story, the body of the story,
the content enclosed by beginning and end? Is the body a utility, a means by which our
thoughts are expressed, the hands and fingers, the eyes, ttrre tongue, the throat breathing,
the lungs and heart, the stomach digesting, the blood pulsing

into play as a tool to enable the act of writing

-

- does the body

only come

of expressing our thoughts? But if that

is all the body is to the story, then why, why did I say, with such urgency, that there are
lies being told about the body in this story? Maybe body is more. Maybe body is as
present in thought as is
\üe are? the

mind. Maybe body is all, is the point, is us, is what we do, who

life we live, the story we tell. Maybe body is story.

In "The Murders in the Rue Morgue" meaning lies where it splits and shows,
where it turns with a fold to conceal as it rolls around us. To hear the Siren's voice is to
meet death. As the song slips beyond words, to the outermost boundaries

of

comprehension" it is like looking at Medusa herself, Disclosure signifies not only telling

all, but releasing all, knowing all, a complete unfettering of the self.
How can there be any reconciliation between narrative resistance which reduces
and controls meaning, and authorial disclosure which promises freedom and threatens
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chaos? To approach taboo knowledge in its unexpurgated state, to answer the riddle
the sealed room within which we are locked, is to come face to face with

-

of

our o\ryn

mortality, and that which we call God. I don't necessarily understand how or why, but it
is also coming face to face with traumatic loss. To find the key one must identiS a new

way of telling, a new structure of knowing.

Trausna Theory
A traumatic experience is a sudden, unexpected life-and-death event that may
often leave the survivor physically unscathed. Because of the suddenness and
unexpectedness

ofthe event, it is not registered in the individual's consciousness, and

isn't fully integrated into his or her psyche. Any related memories are therefore
fragmented or incomplete. The time period during which the event occurred may be
recalled as an absence or a blank in one's memory. The person is unable to speak about

it. However,

the event did in fact occur and was physically, bodily, experienced by the

survivor. Even though the person may be uninjured, his or her physical being was
impacted. The various senses were affected, received stimuli input and did register the
event even though the psyche might not have. Cathy Caruth obseryes that in these

situations "the outside has gone inside without any mediation" (59). This outside
occurrence can be described as a kind of knowledge or memory (personal history) that is

known only at a sensory level. The outside-inside dichotomy is also reminiscent of the
locked room riddle found in many detective stories.se How does one get into or out of a
locked room? How does the outsidç and inside communicate and inforrn one another?

5e

See

lrwin, "A Clew to a Clue".
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The dissonance between what the conscious self and the unconscious self

'knows' can be the source for later conflict. Freud theorized that consciousness arose in
partto protect the organism from the potentially overpowering effect of sensations
(information or knowledge) impinging on it from the outside world. In this view,
consciousness acts as a barier to strong stimulation and filters this external energy. As

Caruth explains it, "consciousness... protects the organism by placing stimulation within
an ordered experience of
a

time. [T]raum4 then, is a shock that

appears to work

[...] like

bodily threat but is in fact a break in the mind's experience of time" (61). The

traumatic event that is 'known' at a sensory level has been experienced without the

mediating involvement of the conscious mind, has not been situated in memory and is
therefore not available or 'known' to the organism.

A survivor of trauma, who has no memory of the event but who possesses
unconscious or bodily knowledge of

it

is in an untenable situation After a period

of

time, the survivor will often begin to experience hallucinations, flashbacks, or dreams.

In a sense, the survivor is being 'hatmted' by his or her unconscious knowledge. Since
the traumatic occurrence wasn't properly integrated psychically at the time it occured,

its unconscious sensual registry on the body returns and repeats itself, in an attempt to
integrate the event and complete the transfer to memory. It is as if the unconscious self

is 'acting out' in an attempt to communicate the event to the conscious self. Since the
conscious self is unable to correlate the information with an established site of memory,

it misidentifies the voice of the unconscious other
rejects

it.

as that

of a foreigner or outsider and

The retum and repetition of traumatic experiences

will continue until the
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individual is able to recognize and accept
the excess memories as his or her own
and
retrospectively place them in context.60
In Beyond the Pleasure Principle Freud
explores traumatic neurosis by
examining a story by Tasso about a
medieval knight who inadvertently murdered
the
woman he loved' Tancred unwittingly
killed his beloved, clorind4 because she
is
disguised in the almo'r of his enemyLakr, when Tancred enters a magic forest
and
slashes a hee

with his sword' it gushes blood and he
hears clorinda,s voice cry out in
protest' In striking the hee he has repeated
his murderous action. It seems that
killing
his beloved has wounded his own ,tree
of life, and thus indirectly injures him.
The wound that is associated with
the haumatic event is also the source
of a

voice that is both a witness to the trauma
and an accuser. The voice is the physical
residue, an echo or expression of the
original trauma, and as sucl¡ an accurate
testimony
to the truth ofthe event' As accuser,
the wound's voice cries out to be
heard and to be

known' It calls for justice. Justice in this
matter wourd be associated with
acknowledgment, recognitior¡ integration
and reconciliation of the traumatic
event. For,
as long as the event is excluded
from conscious knowledge, it will be
repeated. since it
is not held in memory, each repetition'
each re-enacfu ent of the original
hauma is like a
fresh idury to the self' Recogni'ingthatthe
voice of the wound is the voice of
one,s
own injury will allow the wound to
close and heal, and will eliminate
the need for its
return and repetition.

At the centre of the haumatic experience
are two concepts of an accident.
In one
case

-

and this is the situation overtly referred
to by Frer"ld and caruth

-

the accident is

60

see Bessel A' van Der Kolk and
onno van Der Hart's discussions of piere
Janet,s observations and
treatment of traumatizea
qalierls at the beginning of the t*"rti"th;;;;"ry. ,.The
Intrusive pasfi The
Flexibiliry of Memory anã rr," enguuing-8i
iäu_a,, 158- I 82.
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an event completely beyond the control or expectation of the

individual. Examples of

this type of accident would be a train wreck, a car accident, a plane
crash, or an act

of

violence or force committed by one person against another. The
other type of accident
is more subtle and although it seems to form one of the underlying
tenets of both Freud,s
Moses and Monotheism and Caruth's discussion of this work,

it is not clearly

distinguished from the first. This second type of 'accident' is
an unwitting action that
results in both an rnjury to oneself but also a release, a freeing
from something

restrictive or threatening. Thinking his own life in danger, Tancred
slays who he
believes to be his enemy- His conscious action is motivated
by survival. However, his
act of survival means that without conscious intention he
killed his beloved and so
caused himself

injury. In tr[oses and Monotheism,Frcvdtheorizes that after wandering

the desert, the Jews murdered Moses, concealed the
murder, and then later placed a
second surrogate Moses in the rapse or gap created
by the death of the

first. The

differences between the two are collapsed, the fate of the
first Moses is suppressed as a
consequence of a sort of culfural amnesi4 while the
second Moses is venerated as

founder of the race. In both cases, the action that causes
the trauma is committed by
those who sufÈr its foaumatic effect. In one case,

it is an individual; in the other

case,

it

is a civilization- In both cases, an act of murder is instinctively
undertaken, without
conscious awareness' when one's own survival is threatened.
This could be perceived as
a sort of unthinking animal instinct to

survive- In the case of Moses, a dilernma is

presented' Moses is to be honoured, venerated,
feared yet his actions and expectations
are such that they put the community's survival at
imminent

to protect

risk. The organism will

act

itself' When that action is contrary to one's conscious desires
or intentions,

9t

the violence that erupts is beyond one's conscious control, outside of conscious memory
and akin to

an'accident'. Perhaps what is not related or delineated in Tancred's story is

his unacknowledged terror at wedding a strong independent woman, and his perception
of her on some level as atfireatto his well-being, and to his status as a knight. In both
cases, though, the perpetrator is released from an impossible paradox, an untenable

situation that threatens the existence of the perceived self.
Both Freud and Caruth discuss the forced departure from one's home in a time

of

trauma. Like many terms and definitions, the exact meaning and ramifications of
departure remains somewhat obtuse in both texts. This may be because both authors are

entering unexplored territory, They are using life experiences, anecdotes, metaphors,

literary stories and clinical research in an attempt to both identift the authentic
experiences of trauma and to also develop a language specific to trauma. 'Departure',

leaving one place for another, in a traumatic context is similar to being forced from
one's home, or one's place of safety. Also perhaps like a

'fall',

one is forced to leave a

site of ignorance or innocence for one of knowledge and experience: taking the apple

knowledge from the basket when offered and eating of

it. As a result of remembering

of
or

knowing and accepting the memory of a difficult event and all its ramifications, the

individual experiences both the pain of the traumatic event, and the freedom or sense of
release from the conflict between one's conscious and unconscious being. This release

is the result of integrating experience and knowledge into the self. In contrast the
release achieved through an impulsive act of murder, this is a more

difficult but more

mature accomplishment. One is now able to sp€alq although one may now be speaking

in

a

foreign language

-

a language foreign to what one spoke prior to

ñrlly knowing the
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traumatic event. The fuIl knowledge of the event may be such that one no longer feels
they are the same p€rson. They are now a foreigner to the self that existed prior to the
event.

Fl.e-comsüdering the Story
The relationship between the narrator, the mystery, the animal, and the women,
percolates beneath the superficial surface

plot. It is the source

and reason for the

fragmented, split story structure. It is what animates and magnefizesit, and infuses

it

with apeculiar haunting quality that continues to resonate with seemingly inexplicable
relevance even into the 21tt century.
When I first read "The Murders in the Rue Morgue", I experienced many of the
same feelings as when I read any detective fiction: impatience with digressions,

revulsion at the violence, curiosity over the riddle of how it was done; anticipation at the
possibility of a þrofound?) discovery; deflation over the puzzle's mundane often silly
solution; and resentrnent over barely concealed authorial manipulation. And yet here, in
"The Murders in the Rue Morgue" there is a richness of detail that seems at odds with
the papery thin, narrow, linear detective story schematic. The detaited descriptions
the murdered women's bodies are

of

horriffing and out of place inthe otherwise coolly

detached narrative. The testimony of the witnesses hints at or speaks outright about

tensions in the neighbourhood, conflicted emotions, and unexpurgated histories, and

offer but slivered glimpses into the lives ofthe women. Peculiar comments and
references made by both the narrator and Dupin go unexplained. Descriptions are
suggestive and enticing but then metaphoric trails are abandoned or discounted. The
described behaviour of the ourang-outang is, frankly, preposterous. Equally
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preposterous is that Dupin's solution to the murders is accepted by the Parisian
constabulary with

-

some resentment towards Dupin for the coming up with the

solution, but otherwise with no reaction to or comment on the unlikely nature of the
explanation. All the literary conventions that storytellers throughout the ages have relied
upon to tell a story and to convey more complex meanings are here devalued and

undermined. Instead, a disingenuous solution is propounded and, astonishingly,
accepted as fact by both the narator and the authorities within the

text. And since the

solution is recognized and validated both structurally and literally, it is, it seems,

incontrovertible. There can be no arguing with the fact that the ourang-outang did it.
The sailor said so. Except that Poe has a history of defuing convention, his most
infamous one being when his character Valdemar says, o"- I have been sleeping
now

-

now

-

| am dead"' (Poe, Tales of Mystery 310)

-

-

and

and thereby triggering a crisis

in linguistic signification in the first person6l. By definition, a person cannot
simultaneously speak and be dead. However, here, in "The Murders in the Rue

Morgue", both reader and critic alike must accept, even if grudgingly, the ourang-outang
as

killer hypothesis. But is this so? Just because

a narrator has told a story

in a

particular way, and puts it forth that the state authorities have accepted his story as fact,
does

it actually make it so? Is truth a product of authority, manufactured within social

parameters, or is

it something greater than that, bigger and beyond us all? or am I

wandering down the dangerous path of essentialism? Or do we lie at the intersection,
constantly trod upon, we they and it, where some things are essentially true, and other
things can never be known for sure?

ór

See Roland

Barthes' "Textual Analysis of a Tale by Edgar poe."
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Cynthia Jordon's believes that by focusing on the women victims and their

"overt victimization" in his stories, Poe is giving hitherto silenced women back their
voice, that he is crossing "gender boundaries to tell 'the woman's story"'(S). She sees

Dupin as an "androgynous...feminist critic" who goes "beyond the imaginative limits of
the male storytellers around him and recover[s] the second story

-

-

"the woman's story"

which has previously gone,untold" (5). Yet, simply by virtue of bringing these crimes

to light, has the woman's story been recovered? Is it enough that Dupin acknowledges
their existence as he probes the circumst¿nces of their deaths? He does seem to relate
the facts of the oflence against the female victim or victims. He does project himself not

only into the male mind of his opponents, or the animal mind of criminals, but also into
the female mind of the victims. However this is not to say that he is necessarily
sympathetic to the women characters, or in any way interested in reflecting the truth

of

their experiences. We are still not hearing the story of the women from them directly, or
even descriptively as observed by a third party- We only have a sketch of what
happened based on how Dupin reads the physical traces, on what he edits or censors out,
and on what he deigns necessary and desirable to reveal. He never presents the

perspective of the women, and in the end, I do not see Dupin as recuperating their

stories. His focus seems divided between managing the reader and managing the
naffator, and there is as much energy devoted to suppressing details of the murders as
bringing them to light.
Curiously, in all his insightful discussion on the operation of a first-person
narrator, Aueibach does not consider the impact on the reader of that storytelling
He focuses on the

"úad", on the relationship between author, fictional narrator,

"I."

and
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story, and the dynamics in operation when that story is being written. But what happens

to the reader when he or she takes up a story with that duplicitous

slþage? In discussing hoaxes, Walsh

"I"?

Is there

and Tichi certainly believe so, at least to a

degree. A hoax depends upon the reader locating his or her own reality and perception

of truth in the narrator of the story. Playing with narration so as to present a fiction as a
fact demonstrates that Poe as well as other writers at this time understood how a
narrative could involve and implicate readers. Taking this one step further, Poe may be
using the first person narrative as a satirical device. He may be implicating his readers

not only in a straight-forward hoax like the "Hans Phaall", but in more subtle and
complex attempts to reveal certain truths about the time in which they lived. Shawn
Rosenheim observes dryly that the ape in "The Murders in the Rue Morgue" is "an
instance of bad faith" (153), and by the end of the story, "we as readers have been

thoroughly implicated in a scene at which we imagined ourselves only as spectators"

(163). If his first-person narrators are frustratingly "unaware", then maybe poe is
suggesting that we, careless readers of our own lives that we are

varying degrees. In other words, what if the

-

are all unaware to

"I" in the tale is all encompassing,

meant to

implicate the narrator, the readers, and the author too, in that we are all gurlty to some
extent of selÊblinding? Linda Walsh holds that Poe is in fact a "community builder."
She finds that he is

"not only yearning for community, but actually designing and

building it" by constructing double naratives that identiff those readers who are able to
"read through the surface" (1 17-1 18).
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Re-Telling Foe's Story

I

After this sorting out, what is left other than chaos? Speculation, informed but
still, and nonetheless, unverifiable. What happened and why, it is not possible to say
with any certainty. No closure; Poe made certain of that. Still and all, speculation
leaves me with two different kinds of stories I could tell, two different suppositions

of

what happened and why.
There was once an old woman who had independent means and many houses all

over the world. She lived in one in Paris with her daughter. They were women out

of

time, recognizing the dissonance between what is and what is thought to be. They
accepted the rules of the land in which they lived, but resisted any outside agency's

mastery over them. They in short believed they owned themselves.
They took in a boarder, a young artisan, seeking things then in Paris, he knew not

what. He worked tirelessly with fine gems and stones, crafting things of beauty. He
admired the mother and the daughter and thought of them as his muses, crafting and

cawing wondrous objects of art in their honour.
They three grew closer as time passed. Outside in the city, however, things
changed; the balance of power was shifting from things old and genetic. There was a
lapse, a momentary breach in the balance of the world as things became automated and

mechanic, as values moved from personal to generic, as fear took hold and lust exploded

exponentially. The jeweller plfed his trade, and slowly began to attend more to the
business of selling and less to the craft of creating. The old woman, usually so attentive

to these types of personal changes, was caught unawares. She was too distracted by the
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lapse in general of things natural, by the shift in values, by the noise in the streets, the

clang of gears and the cold glitter of fine cutting tools.
The

jeweller was

a

wealtþ man. That

was norv

afaçt. Andthe women, the

mother and daughter, found themselves in what suddenly seemed a hostile inhospitable

land. It was dangerous for women to travel out alone. There were wild mobs,

'

guillotines, violent attacks. They became dependent upon the jeweller. He in turn
became dissatisfied with the state of affairs, and began to resent the fact that the house

in

which he lived belonged not to him but to this silly old woman. In the end, he simply
disregarded the fact and, seeing how he could increase his income even more, began to

rent out some of the rooms. He rented to any one who asked, and some tenants had
worse habits than farm animals. Not content with taking control of the house, he began

to look upon the daughter as a woman rightfully his own. Soon he was forcing her into
his bed. The old woman at first was too shocked at this change in a person she had once
thought her friend. She found it difficult to amend her opinion of him and at first made
excuses. But seeing her daughter's drawn face and bruised limbs, an ancient aflger
sparked in

her. For all the limits put upon her in this, she still knew one thing. The

house was her own, as was her daughter. He had neither the right of ownership nor that

of husband. She called the gendarme, she called the lawyer, and despite the angry
muttering of the neighbouring merchants, within a month she had forced the jeweller as

well

as those insolent tenants

from her home. But, now awakened to his fallen

condition, she was not fooled into thinking this would be the end of

it. She began to

make plans to leave. She packed up her belongings and discretely, over a period

of

several months, had them removed to her other houses. In the end, though, they could
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not leave when she knew they should. Her daughter, it was discovered, was indisposed
and ordered to bed by the doctor. It tumed out to be a long and

difficult'illness', ending

badly but bringing issues to a final end. At last the day came when her daughter seemed

well enough to travel. The old woman made hasty preparations. She went to the bank to
withdraw all her gold, thinking to leave the city and never return here again. The young
man who accompanied her back to the house seemed nice enough at first, but there was

something overdone about his attentive ways. When they arrived at the house and her
daughter opened the door to let them in" she saw how his eyes widened and an
unpleasant smile played about his

door.

lips.

She hunied

She determined that they would be gone as

him out and shut and locked the

quickly

as possible, by

tomorrow

hopefrrlly. She called the porter and requested, acarnage, but because of the unrest in
the city, and the number of people leaving, no carriage could be had for at least three

days. A chill came over her atthe news of this delay. For the first time ever, in ages
unknown, she felt fear. She felt trapped. She looked and saw decimation, saw the end
of things as cherished. She thought for a moment of all those who once held her and her
daughter in esteem, and looked to them for inspiration. Nevermore. She grew
despondent restless, could not sleep. Her daughter thought to distract her. She said, let
us look together at the small things that have brought us pleasure. She opened the

window to allow the evening breeze. They brushed out one another's hair and prepared
themselves. They unlocked the old iron safe to release their secrets, release them to the
delectable night air. They paged through their papers and leffers, scripts that told rich
and wondrous stories, they laughing softly or crying as need be, adding details, telling
one another things the other had never known.

At one point"

as the

night deepened and
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they heard the scuffle and thuds of a restless mob in the street and courtyard below

-

they looked up at one another and took heart from what they saw mirrored there in one
another's face, one another's eyes, one another's soul...

*
He was an angry man. He had been led to believe, to believe, well, that he was

all that mattered

- that it was his right. It was the way the world

was ordered, the natural

order of things. He was owed" he with all his money. Yet he had been humiliated
before all his neighbours. He had been betrayed, 'pasquinated'. And it enraged him

until the

sþ itself

darkness of

appeared blood red, and he sought instead the all-encompassing

night. He took to muttering to himselt talking out his justifications, telling

himself his cure, admiring his clevemess, complimenting himself out loud as he gazæd.in
the minor. And yes, secretly in his heart of heart, as his mind tore in two, plotting
revenge, wanting reunion. The days, the months went by, and he repeated his injuries
even as be repeated his clevemess, of two minds now, a madness complete and

terrifring in its perfect division. Then one day the young man from the bank visited him
and offered him a tasty bit of information. Oh he paid the snitch well enough for his

time. As he listened to the gossip about porters and doctors and gold, his rage and
jealousy was inflamed all over agan. It overtook him, drove him in afrenzy,out into
the night, bangrng on doors, raising hell, geffing up a

mob. Nothing could or would stop

him now.
And nothing did. Not the howls of the mob, the splintering of wood, screams
pain and terror, the horrible crunch of broken bones

-

of

the roa¡ing in his head refi¡sed all

other sound. Nothing pierced thatrage,not until inside, he looked up at the r¡¡indow
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over the bed and saw a reflection of hirnself his face twisted and blood-splattered, his
hands gnpping hair and broken

recognition

-

limbs. A split moment of horror, a second only of

of what he had been, what he had los! what he has done, what he has

become. And then a roar of denial, the rush of a red sea flooding over him, an even
greater demonic plunge. Rape, murder, dismemberrnent- atwisted thought flashes

through his twisted mind: nowthey are forever gone and forever mine. He leaps
through the window, agile like an ape, clambering down the lightning rod. Of course he

would know that the window had a secret catch and a broken nail. Hadn't he lived there
for years?
He leaps, through a window in tirne, unable to grasp whæ he has done. Through
a

window, cleansed leaving all behind, empty now like ablank slate waiting to be

written upon. Master of himself master of none: the next morning he remembers
nothing of the night before. He feels inexplicably anxious and restless, annoyed at the
cacophony in the streets below
wants to know and knows

ir

-

until he

Says

gazns

in the miror and talks, imagines what he

it. More a businessman

now than a craftsman, he

tries it and finds a loose and likely story to keep all under control.

Re-Telling Poe's Stary 2
The other story has to do with a sort of Cassandra insight, a second sight, poetic

knowing, seeing and saying what no one else is understanding. What no one else can

hear. what changes people, persons, into unthinking mobs, vermin rushing
thoughtlessly, without pausing, without considering, without checking or challenging,

without reflection, rushing into destruction? If it sounds good, scientific, mathematic, in
the forrn of male oh, then it must be so. Pirandello says so. Forrr without soul, without
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substance, the first letter lost, losing the story of how

it all began. Concealing misogyny,

the fact that Orion, Urion, was a motherless birth. In the beginning was the word; in
Greek the word encompasses dialogue. But what Poe saw then and what has perhaps

held true since, was the raising up of a single letter, not a word. No mother, no mater,

no substance, no story in the missive, just a fetish-like having and holding, repeating and
keeping. No flesh and blood and bone. A thin whine, aruurow narcissistic voice, all
sound and blather and bluster. The perception and appearance of power, inflated in a say
so.

It is not just the mother, the daughter, the artisan's muse, the mysterious other whom we murder, whom we slaughter, but the feminine other62 in ourselves, in each one
of us. We lose all it means and has meant down through the years, the feminine other.
'lffe

lose that part of the traditior¡ that aspect of discipline, modesty and

lose the details of

living. "This distance

humiliation. We

and this angle of vision are prescribed for us by

an experience which we may have almost every

day. It teaches us that the art of

storytelling is coming to an end." "One reason for this phenomenon is obvious:
experience has fallen in value." (Benjamin 83-34)-

The opposite of what it appears; Poe created a mystery that however much
considered and probed, opens up ever more, never closes, can not be solved or
answered. Astonishingly, does not die. We cannot ever know for certain what occurred.
'We

can only reflect, speculate, imagine.

And finally, murdered then, source of grief here now, sorrrce of art, are the
women, mother and daughter, hidden and protected, waiting in limbo, suspended

62

Poe "clearþ felt that rationality or intellect was inadequate in itselfand therefore had ø be balanced by
or integrated with some feminine counterparh instinct, creativity, or'the Moral Sense."'Malloy 93.

t02

animation, waiting to be reanimated and rediscovered. This despiæ Benjamin's despair
that the "tiny, fragile human body" would ever recover its voice, ever rediscover the
value of experience in the face of a mechanical alienated world, ever re-emerge after
witnessing the horror of modem rryar - and know how to tell stories once more.
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Fsst-Mortem
l'{earing
I began with stories about my peculiar hearing loss. The way I hear or don't hear
has profoundly afÊected my relationship to

literature. Now they test children's hearing

from a young age, as a matter of course- This was not true when I was a child, and my
loss went rurdetected until I was an

adult. I can't be sure but I don't recall speaking until

I was reading. I know that hearing for me is a process of translation. I take the noise
and translate

it into words sentences

utterances sounds. I rely on the written word, the

image of words, to organize and understand the garbled speech. I approach the world

tluough dynamic interactive images

- through

story and through how things relate to one

another. To understand, I tell myself stories. To find sense in theories, in abstract
concepts,I locate them in irnages in actions in relationships in stories. Sounds, speech
only ever have meaning in relationship to other things, to what else is happening at the

time. I confess that I am likely wholly invested in the stories that acknowledge their
debt to bodies, to ernbodied existence

I sometimes wonder if hearing and perhaps even seeing is in part a cultural
construction, much like gender andruce. That is, are we (well not me because I don't

know better) taught to hear in certain ways, not to hear certain things, not to see or to
register in our conscious minds things that our culture excludes, or that our experience

can't place?

Se¡rfence Fragments and Foofnofes
A question was asked, why the persistent use of fragmented sentences? Sentence
fragments are an aspect of creative exploratory lvriting. They make for a loose nanative
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constnrction, break up the linear line and allow simultaneous consideration of multiple

meanings. They add uncertainty, possibilities, and multþle connections. They draw in
the reader and involve them in the work of constructing meaning. They are a strategy, a

groping after liminal knowledge. In form, sentence fragments are a continuation of the
previous thought, assuming an implied subject and object borrowed from the preceding
sentence. Sentence fragments also draw heavily from oral story telling tradition that

informs all my writing

- perhaps

since

I 'hear'

as much by listening to the cadence and

intonation of those speaking as I do by telling my self stories of what is being said.
Metaphorically, Dana Medoro suggests sentence fragments mirror the body in pieces,
the body of the mothertorn apart in the story.

My use of footnotes perhaps reflects the unresolved tension between the critical
and creative forms. An examination of my thesis' structure suggests a gradual

integration of scholarly references into the main body of the paper. Metaphorically, the
footnotes represent the fragmented self a BabelJike cacophony of voices, each vying

for attention, each with something worthwhile to say.

Støry as Textual Construct
One response to my thesis was that the story is a merely textual construct where

nothing actually occurs, and where there is no event, no reality and no history. ln a way,
this intellectualization of story is what Benjamin is talking about when he says that the
art of storytelling is being lost, wisdom "is dying ouf'and narative is gradually being
removed "from the realm of living speech" (S7). When stories are limited to abstract
constructions, they no longer have emotional relevance to our individr¡al personal lives.

When 'experience has fallen in value' and stories are nothing but narrative
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constructions, we can no longer look to literature to find out about one another's
experiences. We may be able to understand the narrative on an intellectual level, but

without the emotional connection, we will not transcend the letter to the word

- the

dialogue, the story as both history and fable. We lose the potential for insight and

wisdom. lnterconnectivity, shared experiences, shared stories, communion, community,

will

be lost.

Many of us still find that some stories do originate from a place of authentic
experience, from 'the realm of living speech'. At the suggestion that there is nothing
real in the narrativ€, ffiy only defense is to refer again to the power of imagination.
Through imagination we can collaborate with the author, enter into the narrative
construct and breathe life into it, so that it becomes

-

in becoming it becomes

-

real. It

feels real so it is real in some sense. o'An eruption of emotion is characteristic of the
spontaneous shift of an idea from the level of the sentiments

[...] to that of the sensual

consciousness" (Leo Frobenius, qtd. in Joseph Campbell 22). Frobenius is making the

point that through imagination, through "make believe", an idea can transform into
something 'real'. The "phase of becoming takes place on the level of the sentiments,

while thatof being is on the conscious plane." Through creative play, we can
imaginatively link what would otherwise be just a narrative construc! to authentic
experience and feel it as something true. "[I]nasmuch as the idea rs, it must have
become. The process is creative in the highest sense of the word" (22-23). In this way,
a story can be more that a trace rerninder

poised on the threshold

-

of a dead body. It can be a spirited agitation

Poe's women, waiting only our commitrnen! the lending

of

our bodies, before it is reanimated, redeemed, made alive before our mind's eye. It lives
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through us as we live through

it.

And in the end, as Dayan observes, "Poe puts body

back into mind" (Poe's V/omen 10).

t07
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